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I

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Purpos e of the Study

"I used to think theology

was rather rough on doubt,

But ohemistry with ions beats

theology all out.

You'd better join the ohuroh before

your oourse is well begun,

Beoause you'll need to exeroise

the art of faith, my son."

The little verse above, by an unknown author, has a very

pertinent applioation to the teaohing of high-sChool chemistry.

In the past it has not been teaohing, it has been merely the

handing out of faots to the pupils, where even the art of faith

oould not help the pupil, or guarantee results.

Many new agenoies have oontibuted to the development of a

new interest in revising and reorganizing the teohnique of

teaohing high-sohool ohemistry. This new interest has led to

the reoognition of need for new aims, new oontent, and new

methods of teaohing.

Realizing that there has been a ohange, a reorganization,

and a new development, the writer believes it would be well to

point out some of these trends as revealed by a study of the

teaohing of high-school ohemistry. The writer seeks to answer

questions which are ever in the minds of enterprising, enthusiastio,

and interested teaohers, and to questions whioh ~~r!,->)iiP,{t.:·~tbe;~'::·i ". ...
teachers from ever beooming very profioient iri··;th~:il(:~vik. :~ot)g··: ..... :-.

.' '\,' ' 'WI'.·'~'. I' ••••



these questions would come: What are good methods? What are

good methods for la~oratory work? What should the course of study

contain? Why have' a chemistry club~, 'Are proj ects valuable?

What is the value of visual education? . Are textbooks valuable?

What should be the aims? What are the chief difficulties of

pupils? How can a chemistry department be built up? Which is the

better method, demonstration or laboratory? What helps are avail

able for the teacher? Many other equally difficult problems

should receive consideration. Also, most important was the con

struction of a cross-indexed bibliography of the literature dealing

with the teaching of high-school chemistry. This was the basic

feature of the study, for it was through the use of classification

that the rest of the material was produced. And by the use of

such a cross-indexed bibliography desired references on all

phases of chemistry instructions, as given in the literature from

1923-33, can more readily be located.

B. THE METHOD USED IN THE STUDY

How might these questions be solved? What method of attack

should be used? The study recorded here was made on the basic

assumpti~n that the most prevalent and outstanding results of

investigations of these proble)ns, both of research character and

discussion type, would be found in the literature dealing with

the teaching of high-school chemistry. So a survey of the liter

ature from January, 1923 to July, 1933, on this topic, was made,

the author reading all available studies of individuals and groups

of individuals.

The method used in this survey consisted of the compilation

ot as extensive a bibliography as possible on the topics dealing



with the teaching of. high-school chemistry, through the use of

~he Education Index, The Reader's GUide, 'The Loyola Index, and

1£! Record, of Current Educational Publications by Department of

Interior, U. S. Bureau of Education. Then all the articles

included in this bibliography were read and digested; during

the reading of these articles, the writer found many other

references which he added to his bibliography. By this method it

is evident that a large majority of the articles which were

published during this period were included in the study.

When all these articles had been read, they were prepared

in an annotated bibliography which appears in the appendix. Then

using the digests as material inclUded in the articles, the

articles were classified on an arbitrary basis for the development

of a cross-indexed bibliography. The classification developed

through the reading of ~ Teaching Qf High-School Chemistry, by

J. O. Frankl, and A Program for TeachinE Science, by the National

Society for the Study of Education. 2 This classification helps

one to locate desired articles readily.

c. SOME SIMILIAR STUDIES.

The investigation of the literature dealing with the subject,

the teaching of high-~chool chemistry, brought to light the results

of other investigation,s of the trends in chemistry teaching. In

order to profit by the results of similiar stUdies, a careful study

was made of the ir cont ent. These simi liar studie s are mentioned

here, and excerpts from them appear throughout the entire study •.

,IT. No. 6~ (These footnote nunfuers refer to numbers intJ O. Frank, ..., )
2 annotated bibli~graphy, Appendix
Thitty-First Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, Part I. (A Program for Teaching Science). (Bloomington:
Public School PUblishing CompaQY, 1932).
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F. D. Curtis has two volumes, a Firs.t Digest of Investigations
. .

~ ~ Teaching of Science in Elementary and Secondary Schools and
,

a Second Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of Science in

Elementary and Secondary Schools in 1926 and 1932. The material

and aim of his study are shown in the introduction by the following

explanation: "A report of diligent search into the pedagogical

literature of the past twenty years in an andeavor to make available

for convenient and ready comparison, two types of research studies

and investigations in the field of elementary and secondary school

science. The two types are those with emphasis upon learning and

those with major emphasis on curriculum and occasionally others

which include tests etc., when they are definitely related to the

previously mentioned material." He has in this first book selected

the material on a purely arbitrary basis, feeling that his opinion

was of sufficient value to determine the best of the Ii terature.

However, when he began the construction of the second volume, he

asked help in the selecti on of articles to appear, by sending to the

members of the National Association for Research in Science Teaching,

a list of the proposed articles, asking them to select articles on

relative 'meri ts. By this me ans he was able to improve the type of

articles on the basis of viewpoints portrayed. However, in both

volumes he has reviewed well the articles chosen, in a scientific,

concise manner listing the material under findings, methods used,

and conclusions and recommendations. He states the aim of these

books to be a source and reference book for teaJ:hers, and a text

book for the teaching of science teachers.

Probably the most valuable yet produced of the investigations



of the trends and practices of science teaching has come as a

tesul t of the study ,made by the commi ttee selected by the National
,

Society for the Study of Education and published in the Thirty-

First Yearbook, Part I, "A Program for Teaching Science". The

introduction gives the aims and methods of the study, saying: "In

the preparation of his report, attention has primarily been

directed to the problems associated with the planning of a program

for the teaching of science. There are evident discrepancies

between the best thought in education and the current practices

in the teaching of science •..• Under the influence of these unco-

ordinated and often conflicting agencies, science has not attained

the recognition in the schools that it deserves ••.•• The committee

has focused its attention upon the essential elements in the

program of education; name~y, the gradual maturing children on

one hand and the materials of education on the other. II

In Chapters VI to IX, inclusive, there is an analysis of the

contributions from educational research that relate to the field of

science teaching. In these chapters are presented, in order, the

interpretations of research relating: (I) to problems of class

room teaching; (2) to problems of labora~ory ~eaching: (3) to the

content of science courses: and (4) to curricular developments in

Bchool centers. n3

J. O. Frank has written The Teaching ~ High-School Chemist ry 4

in which he has presented material which be feels will be of

immediate aid to those teaching high-school chemistry and will

also offer such discussion and interpretation as possible on the many

3
"A Program for Teaching Science", op. cit.

4
J. O. Frank, No. 63



unsettled and debated questions dealing with various aspects of

chemistry instructio~. He has attempted to list every important

Teference on the main phases of chemistr,y instruction in

bibliographies placed at the ends of thecvarious chapters of his

book.

6



II. THE TRENDS IN AIMS.

·A. The Need for Uniformity.

It is related that a student of Agassiz, at the beginning

of a course, said, "I suppose that you will begin with a general

classification".

"No," said Agassiz, "I shall begin with a bushel of clams."

This statement, by one of the greatest teachers of science

that history has ever known, holds a great meaning for any teacher.

It also well applies to any investigation which is made. Here

interpretation of the many researches and discussions in the field

of high-sChool chemistry teaching should begin with something that

is common, that forms a fundamental basis for all, and that can be

apprec i.a ted.

In this investigation the most evident thing which would form

such a common ground is the very apparent lack of uniformity and

standardization, pointed out by many of the authors in the earls

part of this stUdy. Then, continuing throughout this study, there

is ever the idea expressed that there should be more standardizat

ion, more uniformity, and more emphasis on the values to be derived

from collective organizations of teachers who have similiar problems

and difficulties. Many science teachers, recognizing this value,

have undertaken researches calculated to reduce the debatable

f~atures of instructi.on, and to develop chemis try- teaching me thods

so that results will be more in keeping wi th those which should.

be the outgrowth of' a science stu~.

In order far the reader to appreciate some of these important



discrepancies, the writer gives excerpts from various authors

d~aling with the topics of instructions.

A. E. ~rown and W. G. Bowers l , in an article written in 1923,

point out t4at the chief items of instr~ction should be (1)

observation. (2) generalization and (3) application.

Cornog and Colbert2 in 1924 made a study of the aims of high

school chemistry by (1) sending a questionnaire to 550 high schools,

(2) analyzing five textbooks, (3) compiling teacher opinion on the

basis of things stressed, and (4) analyzing 3,600 examination

questions from eighty-three high schools in thirty-seven states.

The chief c,onclu sions of the study were tha t: the teaching w~s a

man's job; there was small attention to pure theory; the backbone

of the course was devoted to parrot-like repetition of the texts;

24.7 per cent of final examinations were on equations and problems

(the college idea); and there is a wide divergence in aims, not due

to large and small schools or industrial regions. All of these

conclusions point to lack of uniformity.

G. M. Browne
3

in 1925 made some rather radical statements;

Namely, that chemistry is the foundation of living and should be

given early in the high-school course; that the present topics

should be changed to those of common good, such as a study of

carbon compounds; that there should be no graduates from a high

school who has not completed one year of high-school chemistry;

and, also, that the idea of college ideals should be forgotten,

for the colleges do not set up any special considerations for

such a cou rse.

A. L. Ferguson4 in 1924 indicated that the high school chemistry

1
A. E. Brown and W. G. Bowers, No. 24

2J.CQrnogand Colbert, No. 43
3a.ll. ,Browne, No. 25 .
~', .I.e, L.. Fergu so n; Np. 5,7

. r <I -,:,' • -.\.. • " •



and an inspiration should be gained from the lives of other chemists.

These citations from some of the authors of articles dealing

guidance, and recreation should be the objectives of a teacher.

w. C. Hawthorne 6 in 1923 suggested that high-school chemistry

does not exist for the colleges, nor for what they consider valuable

9

Frank, No. 66
H~wthorne, No. 89
Humphrey, No. 101
Kelsey, 1T9.• __ 1Ql.i9L._========;;;;;;;;;;;...

that it should train for liVing in sympathetic relationship to

should be primarily 'disciplinary; develop ability to do, observe

now but for what will be valuable in from ten to twelve years, and

subsidiary •

5
J. O. Frank in 1925 made a list of objectives based on a

worth while".

H. H. Humphrey? in 1926 said that everything has a chemistry

~ccuraf.-.9ly, make logical inferences, draw correct scientif'i.c

conclusions; and that practical application is distincly

study of authoritative sources, saying that instruction, training,

inspiration, discipline, power to interpret, exploration and

modern life. "A high-school chemistry course that does not made

the boys and girls work--yes, and make some of them fail--is not

aspect; that chemistry stimulates couriosity, the desire to invent,

oaution and admiration for truth; that all should be the recipient

of a good braod general course in chemistry for better understanding

of daily work; and that it should furnish a foundation on which to

increase knowledge and an optimistic philosophy.

T. D. Kelsey8 in 1925 emphasized the social values of work by

pointing out that the course should build character, develop truth

and accuracy, open-mindedness, need of weighing eVidence, honesty,

regard for others, some self government, and willingness to serve;

with technique and, espeoially, the aims of high-school chemistry



ghow·wide divergance of thought. It would not be difficult to

continue with the list, but such is not the problem of this study.

Now, with these as examples of the wide diversity of thought,

it is evident that a very serious obstacle to the progress of

chemistry teaching lies in this diversity of thought. An early

attempt was made by the Commission for the Reorganization of

Secondary Education on "The Cardinal Principles of Secondary

Education," which was published 1918, by the United States Bureau

of Education, Bulletin Number a5. Although this commission

attempted to crystalize aims of the secondary schools, the result

was a list of general terms which we know as the seven cardinal

principles; health, command of fundalmental processes, worthy

home membership, vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leisure and

ethical character. Then, since these did not especially pertain

to science sources, a second bulletin was developed which attempted

to show how the science teacher could contribute to the general

aims set forth in the other report. But these were too general

in terms for the teacher to get very desirable results. However,

there was a distinct contribution made in the fact that the in-

vestigation brought a shift in emphasis from value to be derived

from mastery of the subject matter to values more closely associated

with human relationships and associations.

"The need was for specific aims which could be directly

translated by the average teacher into classroom and laboratory

activi ties which woul'd resul t in the accomplishmen t of these aims. ,,9

"The tradi tional support for physics and chemistry has been

stated in terms of (1) formal discipline, (2) knowledge, and (3)

college preparation; and the offerings in these fields have been

the least affected by the movement initiated by the educators for

. ~..." .

9 J .• o. Frank, No. 63, pp 30-31



reorganization. nlO

The wide diversity in aims of the courses of teaching chemistry

would at once indicate that there are probably as many different

conceptions'of methods and content. Realizing this, the writer

believes that it is not essential to develop in this study the many

different methods or the ideas of various advocates of certain types

of subject matter; the knowledge that they are different is the

essential factor.

Now the problem lies in what has, what is being, and what

should be done, to develop chemistry teaching, by pointing out the

most worthwhile phases of the work, by developing functional values.

by cooperative planning and solving similiar problems, by making

for uniformity and standardization in so far as is advisable, and

by really placing the study of chemistry and its methods on a

scientific basis.

In order to place chemistry teaching on a scientific basis, it

is essential that the scientific method be used in the determination

of the solution of the many problems that constantly menace the

teacher. It is very evident that the old method of debate, and of

merely setting forth of one's own opinions has but little value.

So the ~plication of scientific method to the problem should assure

correct interpretation of these problems.

The chief means of science is research; so, as a result of the

studies of the literature dealing with the teaching of high-school

chemistry, those articles which have been the result of a survey
.

of school practices, the results of some individual's inquiry into

some pertinent problem, or the results of an investigating

committee into' problems of similiar nature should give many helpful,

important, desirable and scientific attitudes and trends in the

- phases of the work undertaken.

~AProgram for Tea ching Science n,



B. The T,ype of Material in the Articles

The need for research on the problems of high-school

chemistry,instruction has been pointed out by E. R. Glennllas a

result of his study of articles appearing in magazines for twenty

five years before 1923, who found that but few of the articles

were of any value to the classroom teacher, and that the articles

were not continuous.

This study is dealing with the articles appearing in

magazines and books for the years 1923-1933, and, in a manner

similiar to the method used by Glenn, the materials were analyzed.

Figure 1, ,and Tables I and II show the results.

Research is quite essential in the process of bringing

the methods of science teaching up to a desirable standpoint, a

fact which is being recognized more and more by the teachers of

the subjects. Chemistry is very much a science; and, consequently,

such methods would be of extreme value to the improvement of the

teaching of chemistry in the revision of aims, methods and content.

Investigations of these phases have produced some results such as

the minimum courses and minimum equipment; comparative values of

different methods have shown the results of scientific application.

With this in mind, an analysis was'made of the material in

the articles read which are listed in the bibliography. Research

studies were taken as studies which were actual experimental

studies made on the ~upils of one or more classes, with the express

purpose of determining the value of some particular method, a~,

11
11. R. Glenn, No. 76



"

pupil difficulty, and studies of content included studies of

analysis and comparison of textbooks of laboratory manuals and of

courses of study. 'Other types of studies were listed as discussion,,

for they listed ideas, opinions and reactions of teachers or groups

of teachers to a particular situation or condition. Using these

two criteria, the subject matter of the articles appearing in the

bibliography, was analyzed and is shwwn in table below, showing

that in 1923, forty-six per cent of the articles were research

articles.

TABLE I.

A COJl.PARISON OF NUMBER OF RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION ARTICLES

1923-1933

YEAR TYPES OF ARTI CLES TOTAL

Discussion Research
-1~23 7 6 13

1924 11 13 24
1925 13 17 30
1926 12 8 20
1927 11 8 19
1928 5 13 18
1929 5 15 20
1930 9 10 19
1931 7 15 22
1932 6 6 12
1933 3 3 6

I



In 1924, this increased to f ifty-eight and three-tenths per cent;

in 1925, 50.6 per cEmt; in 1926, forty per cent; in 1927, 42.1 per

fj cent; in 1928, 72.2 per cent; in 1929, seventy-five per cent; in.~

1930, 52.6 per cent; in 1931, 72.7 per cent; in 1932, fifty per

cent; and in the fi rst half of 1933, fifty per cent. This invest

·igation has shown the type of articles on basis of content.

Having shown what the content is based upon in these various

articles, the author next considers the question of who does the

writing of these articles, and whether they are the men who should

be advocating certain practices and theories. With this question

in mind, the following facts were found to be true, as shown in

Table II.

There are 205 references listed, 196 of which are magazine

articles, in the bibliography which were written by 137 different

men. How many articles each author wrote is shown in Table III.

But of the 137 authors; sixty-nine, or 50.36 per cent were class-

room teachers in high school at the time these articles were

written; nineteen, or 13.862 per cent were university teachers;

nineteen or 13.862 per cent were members of small college faculties,

state colleges, and three are here included who were from academies;

fifteen, or 10.946 per cent were from teachers' colleges; fifteen,

or 10.946 per cent were either unknown or not listed as engaged in

a~ phase of education.

,.



TABLE II

POSITIONS HELD BY AUTHORS OF MATERIAL READ

Authors Total Per Cent of Total

High schoola 69 50.360

Universities 19 13.862

Other occupations 19 13.862

Teachers' colleges 15 10.946

Occupations unknown 15 lO~946

TOTAL 137 99.976

Closely linked with the question of who writes these articles

comes the question of the length of these articles, results of

which are shown by Table III, in which the 196 magazine articles

are classified on basis of length. Sho~~ng that twenty-seven one

half page articles were 13.77 per cent of the total, 30, 2-3 page

articles were 15.3 per cent of the tetal, the largest number of

articles being in this class; twenty or 10.2 per cent were 3-4 of

a page; twenty-five or 12.75 per cent were 4-5 of a page; 29, or 14.88

per cent were 4-5 of a page; fifteen or 8.65 per cent were 5-6 of a

page; thirteen or 6.63 per cent were 6-7 of a page; nine, or 4.59

per cent" were 7-8 of a page; ten or 5.10, per cent, were 8-9 of a

page; six, or 3.06 per cent, were 9-10 of a page; four, or 2.04 per

cent, were 10-11 of a page; two or 1.02 per cent, were 11-12 of a

page; and the rest were single articles of fourteen, fifteen, eighteen

twenty, thirty or thirty-five pages each, being.;;l per cent of the

total. All this shows that the majority of the articles, 66.9 per

cent, are from one to six pages in length.



Do the authors who are writing these articles contribute

on this subject. The table below shows this situation.

TABLE IV.

NUMBER OF ARTIOIES WRITTEN BY AUTHORS IN STUDY

Per cent of Total
13.77
15.30
10.20
12.75
14.88

7.65
6.63
4.59
5.10
3.06
2.04
1.02

.51

.51

.51

.51

.51

.51

117
17

4
3
1
1
2

Number of authors

196

Number of articles
27
30
20
25
29
15
13

9
10

6
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

TABLE III

LENGTHS OF ARTIOLES BEAD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of Articles

regularly? A view of this si tuation was made possible by finding

that; 117 of the authors had written only one article on the

subject; 17 had written 2; 4 had written 3; 3 had written 4; one

each had written 5 and 6 articles, and two men had written 7 articles

Thus far it has been the attempt of the wri ter to show the wide

differences in aims, methods and subject matter of the teaching ot

Length in pages
],.
2.
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
18
20

.30
35



high-school chemistry along with the necessity for revision and

organization, and the need for research in order to better the

teaching, and some ,features of the articles reviewed in this
,

study as shown by Tables I, II, III and IV. Further discussion

and implications indicated by these tables will be shown in

latter part of this study.

C. The Aims as Revealed by the Studies.

A result of these analyses ~ ti~e subject matter dealing with

the amount of research and amount of discussion material tend to

give the idea that ~there has be.en a shift in tendencies, from

discussion to research work. This condition has been pointed

out as essential to the best interests of the chemistry teacher.

Since this is true, then, what are some of the trends in and

results of these researches along the instructional line, dealing

with aims, subject matter and methods? Such a question can be

answered by showing the result of these researches, that is, a

resume of ideas presented by the authors of the articles included

in the bibliograPhy of this study.

The committee of the National Society for the Study of

Education 12 has pointed out that it "----recognized the aim of

science 'teaching to be contributory to the aim of education; viz;

life enrichment."

Whether this viewpoint is accepted or not makes a great

difference in the policy the teacher will have in his classroom,

first of all with the aims that he will set up and strive towards.

So the first impDrtant feature, probably the fundamental basis of

the whole program of secondary-school chemistry, is the acceptance

of a certa~n code of aims.

12
"A Program for Teaching of Science", (Bloomington: Public
School Publishing Company, 1932) p 57



J. o. Frank13 devotes a chapter in his book to the aims and

objectives, listing and discussing these general objectives and

attempting to point 'out that these general aims will be of value,

only insofar as they are directly translated into specific and

objective activities which can be used in the classroom and

laboratory. His list includes: (1) instruction, including under-

standing as well as knowledge, and a list of samples of principles,

generalizations, and fundamental facts which he considers the

basic material of such a course. Also the type of laboratory work

that is to be given, giving instruction in observation, generalization

and first hand information is included. (2) Training, the operation

and manipulation which will leave the pupil with certain skills,

abilities, attitudes and habits which are found in such work,

with a list of these skills and abilities, habis and attitudes.

(3) Inspiration, the establishment of ideals and appreciations

following the study of the achievement of men of science. Also the

pupils should be left with some enthusiasm for the subject. (4)

Discipline, definite ideals of procedure and method, making for

the scientific attitude and method of reasoning to free them from

magic, fear of the unknown and superstition. (6) Exploration and

gUidance. (7) Recreation, by giving the'pupils some tastes and

appreciations which will give pleasure. These are his interpretation

of the modern views concerning objectives of the high-school chemistIY

teacher.

13 J. O. Frank, No. 63



The standard minimum course14 for high-school chemistry has

done much for the reorganization of the technique of instruction,

listing the aims aa:' (1) the service of chemistry to the home,

health, medicine, agriculture, etc., and the service to the

country, (2) developing the teaching around minimum standard topics,

(3) using order teacher feels is best for his class, (4) training

student in keen observation and exact reasoning, (5) careful~

correlating laboratory and recitation, (6) encouraging the keep-

ing of accurate, concise notebooks, (7) building on the knitting

with other science courses, (8) encouraging the use of references,

(9) helping the students to find themselves determining whether

they have aptitude for further study and if so encouraging them,

and (10) stressing general principles.

As result of the study of the aims shown in the field, the

courses of study, textbooks, and curricular investigations, K. M.

Fersing15 presented a list of 235 specific Objectives, and pointed

out that there was a high degree of standardization found. These

objectives are not, of course, as the number indicates, bases for

fundamental phases of the course.

The obje ctives of high-school chemistry teaching according to

the conse'nsus of opinion of the Chicago Association of Chemistry

Teachers were: (1) getting an appreciation of chemistry and science

as early as possible, (2) teaching the use and understanding of the

scientific method of problem solVing, (3) correlating facts to build

principles and laws, (4) apply ing principles and laws to daily

problems, (5) co-operating in groups for human welfare, and (6)

developing moral law and religious attitude in daily life. 16

14 Committee Report, No. 107
15 K. M. Persing, No. 142
16 H. R.Smith, No. 171



At a discussion. of the American Chemical Societyl? in 1925

several men gave their opinions on what the objectives of chemistry

teaching were. W. O. Morgan pointed out that there was too muCh,

emphasis on method, too much emphasis on texts, too much information

material, and that scientific method is not even mentioned in the

minimum course. J. E. Bell stated objectives as the creation of

high-minded, broad-minded and open-minded pupils, the instillation

of scientific mind into pupils, and the realization, appreciation,

and understanding of chemistry in simple Phases. L. F. Foster

lists objectives as better methods, less information, and methods

of teaching which will give subject matter in a well organized

manner.

In these statements of various men who are interested in the

development of chemistry teaching have been revealed several

similiar features regafding the objectives and aims of a good

chemistry course. Probably it would be wise to give here a list

which is comprehensive and covers all the aims which have come

from maQY sources. Such a study was made in 1925 by S. R. Powers,

who gathered the aims from many sources and stated that he felt

that the list produced covered all objectives which have been

defined in literature on the subject. The objectives should be,

on the basis of Power's study:

"(1) To give pupils a broad genuine appreciation of what the

development of chemistry means in the modern social,

industrial, and national life.

"(2) To satisfy the natural interests in the things and

forces of nature with which men are surrounded and with

which they must deal; to give information which is

interesting for its own sake.

17 ..'
SymposlUm, No. 189



playfUl manipulation of chemical material, in order that

nature of chemical composition, interrelation of chemical

as those of accuracy, aChievement, persistency, open-

that the student may more adequately fUlfill the duties

of citizenship_

function in place of superstition and uncertainty in ex

plaining natural phenomena.

11(5) To contribute such specific ideals, habits, and concepts

importance of scientific researCh and to stimulate the

the spirit of investigation and invention on the part of

elements, etc., to the end that science and reality may

mindedness, honesty, cause and effect, which are essential

ultimate composition and indestructibility of matter,

the studen t.

"(8) To give the children full opportuni ty to indUlge in the

they may explore the world of reality as widely and as

deeply as possible.

"(9) To prOVide opportunities for acquaintance with such

applications of chemistry in public utilities, in order

to the study of science.

"(6) To develop system, order, neatness, and possibly other

attributes, to the end that they will function in the

ordinary affairs of life.

·~7) To afford in some measure an opportunity to show the

"(3) To provide opportunity for the·student to become acquaintetl

wi th the appli cation of chemis try to industry for the

purpose of educational and vocational guidance and possibly

to furnish a beginnirg of vocational training.

n(4} To develop such broad concepts and natural laws as the



"(10) To provide opportunity for ac.quaintance with such

applications of chemistry as contribute to the

maintenance of health of the individual and the

community.

"(11) To provide opportunity for aElquaintance with the

elementary laws of nature which aid in understanding

those citizenship problems which arise in connection

with such topics as waste products. elimination of

smoke, pure foods, etc.

"(12) To make pupils able to read more intelligently and

with greater interest, articles on chemistry in

magazines and scientific books of a popular character.

"(13) To give such training as will result in increasing

respect for the work of recognized experts. 1I18

This inclusive list of objectives brings clearly to the front

one of the most important of the trends which have been made in

chemistry teaching, the fact that the pupils are becoming the

center of activity, that teachers are attempting to meet the needs

and interests of them, rather than use the subject matter as the

center. But still, in this list are ma~y broad and meaningless

objectives; and, too, the length of the list places a bar, in

that so maqy could not be well met in a single course.

In answer to this the comrnittee in the Thirty-First Yearbook

£! the National Society !2£~ Study of Education has attempted

to formUlate objectives in terms of the contolling concepts or

ideas necessary to understand facts in chemistry, to train in

scientific method, and to develop attitudes:

18 S. R. Powers, No. 145
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"(1) Pupils should develop better understandings of

fundamen.tal concepts which wi 11 enable them to better

. interpret natural phenomen, cornman and industrial

'applications of principles.

,,( 2) Pupils should learn the use of the reflective thinking

problem solving. and techniques of study which best

apply to problems presenting themselves. especially

thos e whi ch are me t in dai ly lif e •

u(3}- Pupils in senior-high-school classes should develop

attitudes toward facts, principles and methods of

investigation which will guide them in use of such facts.

principles, and methods in problem solving. ,,19

D. Sunwary and Conclusions.

In conclusion the, the results of the latter two studies

just mentioned show the present objectives and aims in the

teaching of high-school chemistry as they are generally accepted.

The most important feature to note is the stress placed on the

needs and interests of the individual pupil, and the creation

of aims, in terms of the great majority of those who take the

courses, rather than in terms of those preparing for college.

19
"A Program for Teaching of Science". (Bloomington: Public

School Publishing Company, 1932). PI' 259-61



III. .THE TRENDS IN SUBJECT MATTER

There have been several agancies which have exerted a very

powerful influence on the content of high-school chemistry
,

courses, among them are chiefly the College Entrance Examination

Board and the New York Regents. Through these agencies, and to

a large extent, as a result of their demand, the present textbooks

have been written. This influence is now deemed detrimental to

the best interests of the pupils, for the aims have changed, by

attempting to meet the needs and the interests of the great majority

of pupils who will never take a ny more chemi stry or wi 11 never go

to institutions of higher learning.

What is the influence of the textbo oks on the teach ing 0 f

chemistry? This can be answered in the statement that for most

teachers the textbook serves as a core for the course. Then for

the most part standards set by these governing agencies and

resul ting mate rial included in the texts has large ly bee n t be

cause for poor teaching of high-school chemistry. It is to be

realized however, that there are other factors to be considered.

A. Textbook Analyses.

Wi th this in mind, s orne of the a nalyses of textbo ok material,

some of the courses proposed by men in, order to meet the

objectives, and results of committee investigation on essentials

and minimum content of high-school chemistry courses will be

given.

By analyzing five textbooks and thirty-six hundred

examination questions, Cornog and Colbert l were able to show some

representative samples of subject matter included in textbooks

and examination questions.

1 Cornog & Colbert, No. 43



The results of the textbooks analsses show that the subject

matter was 55.8 per cent descriptive material, 25.2 per cent useful

applications, 5.9 per cent equations and problems, and 13.1 per cent

theory. This is shown in Figure 1.

The stress placed on various phases of subject matter was

shown by the results of a questionnaire to teachers in that 32.3

per cent was descriptive, 25.5 per cent useful applications, 21.8

per cent equations and problems, and 20.7 per cent theor,v as shown

in Figure 2.

The exam~nation of the questions by the New York Regents

revealed the subject matter as 32.3 per cent descriptive, 37 per

cent useful applications, 23 per cent equations and problems, and

6.7 per cent theory, as shown in Figure ~.

The examination of the average, high-school examination

questions indicates that 42.4 per cent is descriptive, 20.4 per

cent useful applications, 24.7 per cent equations and problems,

and theory 8.5 per cent as shown in Figure 4.

The content of the College Entrance Examination Board

questions shows that the subject matter is 24.4 per cent useful

applications, 32.1 per cent descriptive, 29.2 per cent equations

and prob'lems, and 12.3 per cent theor,v; this is shown in Figure 5.

The summary of the studY indicates that theory is of but

little importance; the Qackbone of the course is parrot-like repetition

of text material; importance of equations and problems is the college

idea; there is a wide divergence in aims; the general aims are not

: due to. large and small schools or to industrial si tuati ons or

~geographicalregions; and that chemistry is not a memory SUbject
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thinking.

B. Courses of Study.

this minimum course, in that it has to some extent standardized

the Committee on Chemical Education of the American Chemical

Society.2 The report presented by the, the "Standard Minimum

Course", has not attempted, in terms of objectives which are at

course in relation to content has come thrcugh the results of

Various other men have made analyses of textbook material

and the majority·have pointed out the necessity of removing the

large amount of descriptive matter from the texts and. basing the

material and given maQY helpful aids and hints to teachers.

E. E. Bayles3 has attempted to outline a course based on

principles of giving the student the only systematic view he

on important major ideas. A great value, though, has come from

will give the pupils training in the method of scientific thin~ing.

work, to a large extent on concepts and problem situations which

present felt to be the most essential, to present content based

A great influence in the reorganization of the chemistry

will ever get of chemistry, which ill83 lead him into the work as

a vocation, but is primarily for those who will not go further.

His course is based on (a) needs, which,are defined as a speaking

acquaintance with the common facts of chemistry, and the ability

to apply principles to problems when they appear; (b) principles,

the main underlying concepts not facts; and (c) order and metilod,

using the unit plan with inductive and deductive methods of

2 Committee Report, No. 38
3 E. E. Bayles, No.7



c.. Content of Courses Today.

J. O. Frank4 lists some plans which l~ve been utilized to

derive and select subject matter in an efficient manner, including;,

(1) an evaluation of generalizations on basis of contributions

to civilization and general welfare, (2) a study of questions in

the field which are asked by students, thus anticipating their

interests, (3) an analysis of peoples' activities and the build-

ing of a program on the increasing efficiency of these activities,

(4) the construction of a course based on activities related to

production, transportation, and consumption of products, (5) an

analysis of reading ma.terial found in the communtty, showing

that material will be most conducive to increasing liVing efficiency

in the locality, (6) the planning of a program as a result of

study of the needs of pupils after they leave school, and (7) the

use of a syllabus prepared by the eommittee on Education of the

American Chemical Society in 1926, although it is not the result

of objective evidence.

This whole list of suggestions again brings out the need

of research into the field, the need for objective evidence to

substantiate the material included in the high-school course.

Some of the methods above have been used; many others have been

suggested; but the teacher, for the most part, has not ~tried to

answer the probl~. To a large extent it should be answeredpy

the product of his work, and as a result of .co-operative effort

on the part of all teachers dealing with this problem of high-

school chemistry teaching.

4 J. o. Frank, No. 63



Thus far an attempt has been made to bring to view some of

the ideas which are, prevalent concerning the content of chemistry.

courses. It is evident that there is need for reorganization and,

to a large extent, removal of the prevalent ideas which are not

distinctly based on the aims and obj ectives as they l1ave been

previously outlined.

There are some later studies which seem to indicate the best

trends in subject-matter content of chemistry, on the basis of the

aims which are not existent.

Pandemic chemistry is the term which has been used by c. P.

Stevens
5

in describing a type of chemistry for the layman which

grows out of tJ:1e results of his study of the professiona~

literature and results of a questionnaire sent to 235 representative

high schools. The principles of such a course are; stressing the

material dealing with the dependence of civilization on chemistry

in problems of health, home, defence, pleasure, agriculture,

medicine, industry, and cultural aspects; making pupils the center

rather than subject the center, making it only difficult enough

for the average high-school student; stressing psychological

principles; placing less stress on laboratory technique and demons

trations of the cook-book type.

Another study, in which a definite set of units has been select

ed is a distinct step in formulating content on the basis of concepts

and am accord with re~cognized aims, was made by the subcommittee on

5 c. P. Stevens, No. 176

29
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Chemistry of the North Cen tral Associa tion. 6 In the report

appear the following units:

"1. Chemical changes in everyday life.

"2. Elements, the simplest form of matter.

"3. The ten elements necessary to life.

"4. Some simple compounds of the essential elements.

"5. How simple compounds combine to form others.

"6/ Some other useful and interesting elements.

"7. The relation of chemistry to human health.

"8. Uses of chemistry in the home.

"9. How chemi stry is applied in indu s tr ies .

"10. Applications of chemistry in our daily life.

"11. How chemistry contributes to the welfare of society.

"12. The chemistry of plant and animal life.

"13. The relation of chemistry to the progress of civilization.

"14. Generalizations and the s olu tions of problems."

The list of units here given are, in large part, the result

of placing the emphasis on application and used of chemistry, wi th-

out special emphasis on larger generalizations, but details are not

worked ou t SUfficiently to indicate tba,t such units are not

valuable.

It has been pointed out in the aims of high-school chemistry

that the attempt to give the pupils general controlling concepts

should be of primary importance; then, with this in mind, it would

be well to describe a course based on controlling concepts, as ideal.

The details of such an ideal course are yet to be worked out,

but the committee7 in its report in the Thirty-First Yearbook has

given some examples of major generalizations and an illustrative

6 W. H. Lancelot, No. 116
7 "A Program for the Teaching of Science", page 265.
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outline for organization under such generalizations.

The generalizations suggested are:

"I. , When a chemical change takes place, the substances

that are involved are changed in such a way that they

no longer behave as they did before the reaction

occurred.

"II. In a chemical change, a quantitative relation exists

betw~en the amounts of the substances reacting and the

amounts of the substances that are products of the

reaction."

These generalizations are used as the fundamental bases

upon which teaching units are build. Although the committee has

done much in the field of improving high-school chemistry teaching,

the amount of work in the determination of these materials which

will contribute to placing the content of chemistry in a clearly

organized form on the basis of ideas just set forth, has been

very small. Here is a wide territory for experimental education,

and these are important problems which need scientific methods of

solution.

D. Sununary and Conclu sions.

Then regarding the question raised at the beginning of

this discussion dealing with the content of high-school

chemistry, concerning the influence of textbooks on chemistry

teaching, the answe~ would be that it has had, in the past, a

detrimental effect.

This has been due to factors which have controlled the

material included in the texts, such as, College Examination

Board, New York Regents, the state Departments of Public

Instruction, the North



Central Association o~ Colleges and Secondary Schools, the Southern

Associ~tion of Colleges and SecondalY Schools, and others. But

these are not the only factors; teacher training has in a large

measure helped to determine the content, for the teacher will tend

to emphasize that with which he has been impressed in his school

work.

To continue with the problem of content of high-senool

chemistry courses aside from that presented in the textbooks, there

has come, as a result of many factors, chiefly those which have

revised the aims of high-school chemistry, a new concept of subject

matter. This is the direct result of these changed aims which have

placed chemistry in the class of those SUbjects which are pupil

centered rather than subject centered. The content has not yet been

worked out so that hard and fast rules co ncerning what has to be

taught have been established; in fact, it is an almost unexplored

field. However, it is clearly pointed out that what is to be taught

shOUld include items and units of material clustered around major

controlling generalizations of chemistry.



IV. THE TRENDS ll'l ME THODS .

The scientific methods of educational research have made a

greater contibution to classroom teaching'methods than to any

other phase of instruction. The study of literature dealing wi th

methods of instruction are quite helpful and also very numerous;

in the articles included in this study, the bulk of the material

dealing with research work has been that which deals with methods.

It is not true, though, that all problems in this field have been

completely and thoroughly solved; many researches have only been made

once, and they need verification and modification. No attempt is

made here to cover the whole field, or to reach defini te co nclusions

on the many problems of teaching methods, but the idea has been to

give some of the results of important investigations Which m~

throw light on the better and generally accepted methods.

A. The Problem of Grouping.

In the teaching of high-school chemistry, as in all subjects,

many problems come to the teacher. A very important one which is

the first to confront some teachers is that of recognizing in

dividual differences. The problem of grouping students on the

basis of ability, intelligence, previous science training, or some

other criteria or group of criteria is a difficult one. The

majority of teachers do not have this problem, their schools do

not have a large enough enrollment to warrant such segregation.

Schools which have large chemistry departments have this problem,'

and it is met in ways devised, for the most part, by the instructor,

who knows the actual situation and is the person most capable of

handling it. An important feature to remember is that the bright



students should be given as great consideration as the dull students.

Some of t he various plans for segregation of pupils will be found listed

in the bibliography.

B. The Use at' Psychology.

The teacher of high-school chemistry should use the methods of

psychology if he expects to make his teaching valuable. He should

first of all, develop interest, for interest increases the efficiency

of the learner. He should recognize mind-set, in the setting up

of a problem. ~uestions and problems should be so developed as to

bring satisfaction with the answers, thereby, increasing the strength

of associations. He should use care in selecting only important

and relevant associations for the pupilS, so that they will not

have to break a habi t or an associa tion. The principle of analogy

should be recognized. Then, very important is the idea of strength

ening associations by use and recency principles. To a greater

extent these principles are coming into use, through the influence

of educational psychology_

1. The development of interest.

How is it possible to increase interest in high-school

chemistry?' This is a pertinent problem and the answer should be

given to all teachers of high-school chemistry, if they do not

already feel confident of their own ability to answer it. Some of

the methods used as a result of studies by various men will give

answers to the problem suggested here. Probably none of these

methods suggested would work in all situations; they are just

suggestions and results of the use of various plans in different
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school systems.

Robert Collier, Jr. l discusses the methods used in his

school and lists them; (1) make a more general course, (2)

use of laboratory reports, (3) factory trips with discussion

and report, (4) social trips, (5) chemistry club, (6) inviting

outside speakers on chemical topics, and (7) the essay contest

of the American Chemical Society.

R. E. Hoffman2 also lists some aids in developing interest;

namely, (1) let the pupil have a good time thinking and wondering,

(2) get familiar things in the library instead of cut and dried

things, (3) make interesting problems and questions, (4) occasion

ally give a thought quiz with textbooks open, (5) remember that

the textbook is not complete, (6) visit industries, and (7) use

magic. It always has an appeal.

B. F. Lamont
3

suggests the use of chemistry posters, projects

and exhibits, freedom in the laborator.v, qualitative analysis the

second semester, science honor societies, a chemistry club, the

essay contest, and a library for supplementary reading.

In an attempt to sell high-school chemistry to .the community,

R. C. Kistler
4

developed che~istry te~s which had inter-school

contests on essays, equations and formula wri ting, and displays.

The plans suggested here are just a few of the many that

have been developed.by teachers in actual situations and embody

1 R. Collier, Jr., No. 36
2 R. E. Hoffman~ No. 95
3B. F. Lamont, No. 115
4 R. C. Kistler, No. III



the maj or ideas used by all. It is probable that much space could

be utilized to discuss the CX) ndi tions of the se me thods used to

stimulate interest.. Only two seem important enough to warrant

special consideration here-the chemistry ··club and the chemistry

library •

2. Deyelopment of Chemistry Club.

Consideration of the chemistry club for use as an agent in

increasing interest is mentioned here. It is doubtless the best

aid of all outside activities for increasing interest. There have

been several studies made of the values of chemistry clubs, and

many have li~ted plans for the development of such a club. These

studie s po int to the developme nt of a functional group whe re the

amount of value lies for the greatest part, in the set-up of the

club, and, especially, the type of leader and programs given.

Some teachers are skeptical over the value, but many feel that

I with careful consideration such a club will be an asset to the

teacher and tbe pupils.

3. Importance of a Chemistry Library.

Another device for increasing interest, is a device which will

also make :fo r increased efficiency on the part of the pupils, and

will materially aid the teacher. This is a library of chemistry

books, or at least a section in the regular library of good

reference books, histories. texts, theories and popular books on

the ~plication of chemistry to various phases of life. No teacher

can afford to be without some sort of a library, and many lists of

books have been developed with the idea of helping the teacher

construct a chemistry library in his high school.



and attempt supervised study.

o. A. Crosby, No. 45

conditions, select exercises which are of value in meeting aims,

to the teacher; for too few teachers give definite learning

exercises', show students how to study, know of pupil's study

c. The Study Problem.

Another phase of teaching technique should be mentioned

early for it is ever a problem with the teacher, that is, the

the pupil, it is essential that the teacher instill in his students

methods of stuqy. The teacher should early in the work emphasize

blame for lack of study on the part of the pupils can be traced

problem of study. Since science is very often a new field for

considered from a scientific viewpoint by several research men,

These factors in the stUdy problem have also been met and

the necessity for continuous study if he intends to succeed in

his teaching and to give the pupils the same idea. Much of the

who show actual values of a result of experimental studies with

these enumerated conditions. In order to give an idea of the

be given.

importance of some of these factor~, part of the studies will

In an investigation of the study methods used by high-school

students, O. A. Crosby sent a,_questionnaire to chemistry students

in Detroit high schools and found that it was as much a question

of how to study as it was of lack of study which was responsible

for failure, although the majority of failing students spent only
5a few minutes each day in study.

5
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K. M. Persing
6

attempted to determine the value to the pupils

of teaching paragraph summarizing of textbook material and comes

to the conclusion that there is fairly clear evidence that train-

ing in paragraph summarizing as applied to chemistry means a

decided improvement in learning efficiency.

This same point, as well as the facts that specific training

and practice in answering of thought questions based on the

application of scientific principles is more efficient than

incidental me thods, and tha t trai ning in abili ty to anal,ze the

content increases the a bility to in terpret and reproduce, has bee n

shown by Beauchamp's study.7

A study of the comparative values of the conventional

reci tation plan and the uni t supervised-study method, according

to J. C. Cbape18 , shows the latter to be the superior.

D. The Means of Giving Information.

Thus far only the methods used in preparing a class for

actual work have been mentioned; the next development will show

the results of studies made into actual classroom and laboratory

situations in attempts to determine the relative values of

methods of instruction.

1. Lecture Method.

In the past there has been a tendency to use the lecture

method in teaching high-school chemistry, but for the most part

it is an old sy stem, although the wi se teacher can today use this

6 K. M. Persing, No. 140
7 W. L. Beauchamp, Studies in Secondary Education I, Supplementary

Educational Monographs, No. 24, University of Chicago, 47-87,
8 1923.

J. C. Chapel, No. 32
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2. Demonstration Method.

limitations of the lecture method.

The demonstration method of teaching also has long been used

by teachers. It has been questioned and has been highly. recommend-

and is more economical of time and expense. This is true for both

results than the laboratory method in imparting essential knowledge

"The lecture demonstration method of instruction yields better

we find such results as the following.

the researches have not yet decided the answer to this problem, for

the demonstration over the laboratory method, and vice versa, but

ed; numerous researches have attempted to show the superiority of

they will bring the desired reSUlts; he will recognize the

certain materials, which the wise teacher will use when he knows

that this/method is used for all material is the admittance by

the teacher that this is the easiest and simplest thing .for him.

But there are other methods of teaching, much more effective for

method very effectively. The majority of condemnation of this

.method is due to the lack of the use of other methods; the fact

bright and dull pupils and for all types of experiments.---

The lecture demonstration method appears to be the better method

for imparting skill in laborator,y technique in its initial stages

and for developing ability to solve problesm. ,,9 However, E. R.

Downing9 goes on to point out that these are tentative conclusions

and additional experiments are essential to proof.

3. Individual Laboratory Method.

R. E. Horton lO and W. W. Carpenter ll have presented studies of

9 E. R. Downing, School Review, 33:688-97, 1925
lOR. E. Horton, No. 99
llW. w. Carpenter, No. 31



this problem which are in advance of any others yet completed in

regard to technique and statistical results. file former pointed

out certaIn substan tial advantages o·f the indi vidual laboratory

method over that of demonstration, listing the order of preference,

as his study indicated, as; (1) individual laboratory without

directions, the real problem method, (2) individual laboratory

method with generalized directions, and (3) demonstration of

experiments by teacher. Carpenter states that the majority of

pupils succeed as well by the demonstration method as by individ-

ual exercises if success is measured by instruments used to

measure specific information and ability to think in terms of

chemistry.

As a result of a study of conditions in a California school,

T. L. Nelson
12

pointed out that the demonstration method was the

more effective and advocated wider us e of this me thode

w. W. Knox13 , in a study of the relative value of demonstration

and individual laboratory methods, shows that the demonstration

me thod is the superior on the basis of immediate retention of

sUbject matter; on the acquisition of the scientific attitude it

offers the best opportunity to recognize individual differences;

but that laboratory was slightly superior in the average inferior

pupils work.

J. O.1BTank14 summarizes the condition by saying that the

superiority of the d-emonstration method has not yet been proved;

that failure of teachers to improve laboratory experiments has

12 T. L. !'Telson, No. 133
13 w. w. Knox, No. 113
14 J. o. Frank, No. 63.



5. Scfcialized Recitation Method.

There are two recognized nethads of classroom teaching, the

conventional question and answer recitation and the socialized

recitation. Deciding which type to use is another problem for the
~

teacher. The fanner method is of value if used correctly, that is,

been the cause of condemnation of the laboratory system; that there

is 'necessary a first hand contact with materials if the objectives

are to be met; that some pupils learn by one method, some by others;

and that it is essential to give first hand information to those

who profit best by such a method. However, it is to be recognized

that the demonstration method has a definite place.

4. Relative Values of Methods.

In summing up the results of these various studies dealing

with methods of imparting information, the writer finds that it is

evident that no definite plan will always work, that demonstration

is necessary at the beginning of a course in order to give the pupils

some familiarity with apparatus; demonstration saves time which

could be used valuably for other types of exercises; the demonstration

method enables the teacher to present difficuly, dangerous, and other

types of experiments which it would be impossible for the pupils to

do. Here again it falls to a large extent upon the teacher as to

the selection of methods for the various topics and subjects which

he takes up. He knows best his abilities, the content of his

laboratory, the pupils in his class, and, too, he will get the best

results when he adopts methods to fit his situation. Many studies

have given aids and suggestions in the types af experiments,

demonstrations, and techniques for the methods which will be of

v@.lue.



6. Project Method.

strive b~t are unable to reach because they are unable to conduct

ever, most teachers can well apply some phases of the project

At least, this is the stand

M. Henkel l ?, S. D. raw18 ,

However, this method also

to creat real problems, and to develop clear, connected thinking.

The latter method is that kind of instruction for which many

Visual education has come into prominence over a period of

Today there has been a tendency to change to another method

the discussion correctly. They cannot keep the pupils alert and

attentive. They do not know when and where to guide thoughts and

problesm so that results will be produced. They expect the pupils

of conduction, in literature dealing with this method of. teaching.

can be found in much detail as to the features to watch and methods

to answer some questions and get enthusiastic over thirgs about which

they are not enthusiastic themselves. There is a special technique

for the development of a good socialized recitation, Euggestions

of classroom teaching, the project method, a change which has

increased the efficiency of teaching.

15 16taken by E. Bloom , H. D. F. Raub ,

O. E. Underhill19 , and F. B. Wade 20 ,

has limitations, and it would take a very gifted teacher to follow

some of the techniques advanced by advocates of this method. How-

method to their teaching.

? Visual Education.

15 E. Bloom, No. 110
16 H. D. F. Haub, No. 88
I?

M. Henkel, No. 94
18 s. D. Law, No. II?
19 o. E. Underhill, No. 191
20

F. B. Wade, No. 195.



difficulties and errors and thus improve the quality of his

teaching. In order to appreciate some of the studies made by

his pupils the best methods of instruction he has for the various

phases of work, but he will also be ever alert to diagnose pupils'

years; consequently it ba s been utilizeq. in the teaching of

chemistry. Seve"raJ. investigations have been made of the value

of the use of slides and motion pictures in the science classroom,

all pointing to the fact that these devices are not to be used to

supplant present methods of instruction but only to supplement and

then only when the teacher feels sure that the material will be

such that it will focus the pupils' attention on desirable out-

comes in terms of aims, and will not be merely entertainment.

8. Methods for Improving,

The scientific teacher will not'only exert effort to give

teachers in an effort to improve classroom instruction by diagnosing

pupil difficulties and errors, some research studies will be

mentioned.

The difficulties, according to A. R. Stewart2l , are the lack

of obj ective te sts, too much ma te rial to cover, and lack 0 f time.
22

H. L. Gerry ,pointed out that terminologh, misspellings,

need correction.

notations, and laboratory knowledge were the chief items which

The lack of definite assignments is, according to the results

of J. C. Bennett I s23" investigat ion, the chief source of pupil

difficul ty.

21 A. R. Stewart, No. 177
22 H. L. Gerry, No. 71
23

J. c. Bennett, No. g

"r
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individual differences in classroom instruction.

not as a panacea for former classroom difficulties, but as

writing. All of which improvements will contribute to better

results for the teacher.

Other studies also tend to point out the need for improvement

in teaching methods, .for objective tests, for testing and reteaching,
,

for better assignment technique, and for better standardization of

textbooks, especially pertaining to definitions and equation

9. Summary and Conclusions.

The real value of these various investigations of methods

of teaching in the classroom and laboratory lies in showing

the classroom teacher that there are many good ways of presenting

subject matter. That these methods are of value to the teacher,

potentialities by which he can materially improve the efficiency

of his teaching. In order to accomplish this end, it will be

neceesar,y for the teacher to master the varied techniques and

adapt these techniques to situations calling for the recognition of



v. A SUMMARY OF THE TRENDS

The purpose of this study is to discover the trends in the

teaching of high-school chemistry; the present concepts in aims,

content, and methods have been discussed from this viewpoint.

But in order to collectively examine these'tendencies so that

some implications and needs can be determined, a review of the

trends is here given.

First, there is a recognition of the necessity for the

application of scientific methods of research into the problems

confronting the high-school teacher. This field has hardly been

touched; although many studies have been made, they are in need of

verification and modification, and the number of problems that

have not been considered is enormous. Here is an open field for

educational investigation not only for the research man, but also

for the teacher. The cooperation of the teachers a6 a result

of their individual investigations could do much toward improving

their general technique.

Second, there is a need for uniformity in aims, in order to

establish a closer relationship between t,eachers, and to effect

an improvement in instruction. Most important of all is the

changed concept of aims. The changed concept in aims has had

a most powerfUl effect on instruction, fo~ it has changed the

subject from a subject-centered to a pupil-centered one. Here,

too, there is unlimited opportunity of investigation, in the

determination of what the pupils need, what they can understaD4,

and what thei r interests are.
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Third, the change in aims has materially affected the

content of the high-~chool chemistry course, as would be expected

when the stress has changed to emphasis on interests and needs of

the pupils, rather than on chemical facts. This has accordingly

necessitated the development of new courses of study, and, most

important, has brought the realization that present texts are not

constructed with these aims in mind. Many analyses made of the

present textbooks show the lack of logical arrangement, lack of

recognition of prevailing aims, the attempt to cover too much

material, and various other deficiencies; but only a few new texts

have appeared which recognize and correct the deficiences pointed

out. There is need for the construction of new textbooks which

will remedy these evils, as well as the need for the development

of courses of study which will meet the new requirements and

standards.

Fourth, there have been many investigations of the development

of special methods for teaching high-school chemistry, there is

room for many more, but these investigations have not brought

a sure cure for classroom difficulties. The results have shown

the teachers many devices for teaching which can be used as

supplementary me thods and a re used to improve the quali ty of the

whole instruction.

Fifth~ an increasing interest in the measurement of the

accomplishment of the pupils has led to various studies in the

field of tests and measurements as pertaining to high-school

chemistry. For these there is a great need; the special needs in



definition of science demonstrations as teaching devices.

coming.

One committee
l

has summarized the trends of science teaching

in twelve topics, which are somewhat more specific than the trends

47

sciences.

producing certain definite outcomes in pupils.

"4. A marked swing toward a unit oxganization of subject

matter and instructional techniques in all high-school

description of laboratory instruction, vdth attempts an

evaluation of laboratory instruction as a means of

"2. An attempt at refinement, better description and

phases of work have been shown by diagnosis of pupil difficulties

and errors. Tne~e is also recognition of the need for much more

of this 'type of work if the technique of instruction is to improve.

"1. A cri ticaJ. review and analysis of the investigations

"3. An attempt at redefinition, better limitation and

already reported of teaching procedure.

the one dealing with interest, much improvement will be forth

Sixth, there is recognition that the principles of psychology

can be used advantageously in the teaching of high-school chemistr,y.

With the development of the use of these principles, especially

resulting from the analysis of the ltierature. These are listed

here and show a close correlation to the ones just mentioned.

1
itA Program for ~eaching Science," (Bloomington: Public School
PUblishing Company, 1932.) p 269



n
5. A critical review of existing science tests, accompanied

by ~ttempts to select and build tests to meet particular

instructional needs.

After reading these summaries of the trends in the teaching

of high-school chemistry, the reader will probably have the

erroneous idea that the instruction should not be at a high peak.

This is not true, for we are but entering the period where

scientific objective methods are being used. The future is full



of promise a~d expectation. The fields are unlimited. Here is a

challe.nge that awaits every teacher of high-school chemistry--the

construction of real scientific methods ani devices for improving tIle

technique of instruction.
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VI. APPENDIX
- .

A. Bibliography

A cross-indexed bibliography on literature dealing
with the teaching of high-school chemistry since 1923 is given.

In the following bibliography most of the general articles which
would be of value to the teacher of high-school chemistry, articles
of general na ture on the teach ing of laboratory sciences and such
general references, are not included.

The alphabetic bibliography is annotated as well as numbered
for use as a cross-reference index. No attempt has been made to
evaluate the material of these articles, for i.t is qui te evident
that some are much better than others, according to the viewpoint
one has.

1. List of Abbreviations Used 1£ the Bibliography:

A. C. S.--American Chemical Society.
Bureau Ed. Res.----Bureau of Educational Research.
O. Ed. Rev.-----Central Education Review.
Cal. ~. Sec. Ed.----California ~uarterly of Secondar,y Education.
H. Points-----High Points.
H.S.Teacher----High SChool Teacher. ~

J. Chem. Ed.-----Journal of Chemical Education.
J. Ed. Res.-----Journal of Educational Research.
N. Central Assoc. ~.---North Central Association ~uarterly.
N.Y.State Ed.---New York State Education.
Peabody J. Ed.--- Peabody Journal of Education.
Report New England Assoc. Chem. Teachers----Report of New England

Association of Chemistry Teachers •
Sch. Sci. & Math.----School Science and Mathematics.

-Sci.Ed.---Science Education.
T.C.Bull •• Columbia U. Bur. Pub.---Teacher6' College Bulletin,

Columbia University Bureau of Publications.
T.O. Contributions to Ed.--Teachers' College Contributions to

Edu cati on.
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Analysis of methods used cause some questions,
and experience seemed to indicate that the useful
ness of students' knowledge varies with the methods
used to teach him.

2. Annotated Bibliography.

1. Amick, C. A~ "The Necessity of Chemistry in High-School Training"
Sch.~.& Math. 25:385-9 Ap.1925

A discussion pointing out need for chemists, value
of teacher as help to public, and need for know
ledge and appreciation of chemistry.

2. Ammindown, E. B. "Methods of Teaching Chemistry". Report, ~
Eng. Assoc. Chem., Teachers 33:85-8 1923.

51

"Correlation of Laboratory and Classroom Work in
the Teaching of High-School Chemistry." [.~.Res.

19:336-40, May, 1929.
AD experiment to determine the relative efficiency
of methods of teaching chemistry as measured by
immediate and delayed recall of subject matter.
Points that low or average students might best
profit by classwork before laboratory.

W., and L. I. Phares "A Chemical Exhibi t." J. Chem.
Ed. 9: 501-9 1932.
Deals with-chemistry exhibit at Battle Creek
school in May, 1932, giving some detail of work
and importance of keeping material for future use.

E. "A Beginning Course Based on the Principles of
Chemistry." iL. Chem.Ed. 7:1317-21 Je. 1930 •
Outlines a course on basis of giving student
only systemati c view he will have of chemistry:
it may lead to vocation but is primarily for
those who will not continue.

7. Bayles" E.

5. Bagby, G.

3. Anibel, F. G. "Comparative Effects of Lecture Demonstration and
Individual Laboratory Instructi on." J .Ed. Res.
13:355-65. ~ 1926. - -- ---
Results of an experiment carried on in the
chemistry department of Central high school,
Kansas City, Mo., 1922-3.

High-School Science Clubs. University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Bulletin,
1932.
Data on the science clubs of Illinois for 1930- 1 31;
also an annotated bibliography.

6. Baker, H.

4. Astel, L. A.

i~
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8. Beery, P. G. "The First-Year Chemistry Course." J.Chem.Ed.
8:1781-1861 1931. ' - - -
A d~scussion showing that the course has opportunity
to be delightful or deadening; the value of J.Chem.Ed.
and Chemistry leaflet along with biblipgraphy for
these is also shown.

9. Bennett, JO' (J. "A Study of Pupil Errors in Chemistry." l.Chem.~O'
4:45-57 1927.
A study of test errors to determine whether
more carefully given and graded assignments
would effect work of pupils.~ows tba t greater
mastery is obtained.

10. Blanchard, W.M. "An Outstanding High-School Department of
Chemistry." J.Chem.Ed. 5:1571-6 1928.
Description of equipment and methOdS used in
Shortridge High School, Indianapolis, Indiana.

11. Bloom, E.E. "The Technic for Teaching Physics and Chemistry."
H.S. Teacher 2:224-7 1926.
- Present methods are wa--st'eful; it would be adVisable

to use a combination of the Dalton and Winnetka
plans.

12. Bothe, A. HO' "An Analysis of High-School Texts in Chemistry."
J.ChemO'Ed. 2:785-91 1925.
t:ompari6'On of co ntent and me thods of teaching
as suggested by committee on reorganization
of high-school chemistr,y, showing need for more
carefully selected texts and other work.

13. Bowers, W.G. "Teaching Defini tions in Chemis try. II l. Chem.M.
4:1031-6 1927.
An article showing that there is too little standard
ization, too maQY terms; but teachers should develop
ability to think, understani, and imagine to help
get definitions.

14. Bowers, W.G. "Why Use Textbooks in the Teaching of Chemistry?"
Sch.Sci.& Math. 27:961-68 1927.
Discl'iS'Sion of problems of t eX'tiiOok and values that
are essential.

15. Bowers, W.G. "Some Suggestions as to Selection of a Laboratory
Manual for High-School Chemistry." l..~.M.
2:605-9 1926.
Suggestions as to points to note in selecting
laboratory manual, being careful not to pick one
that will destroy originality and suited to own
ideals.
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16. Bowers, W.G. "How to Tell Students How to Study Chemistry."
Sch.Sci.& Math. 27:585~9 1927.
Some important points in giving information on
how to study, which cannot be overlooked by a
good teacher.

17. Bowers, W.G. "The Impo rtance of Laboratory Work as Compared wi th
Textbook Work, Etc: in the study of Chemis try."
Sch.Sci.& Math. 24:606-13 1924.
POfn~out that importance is due to industrial
education and technical institutes, but for the
most part opinions differ on values.

18. Bowers, W.G. "Grouping Students for Work in the <rnemistry
Laborator,y." Education 25:429-38 1925.
Conclusions of a study of fourteen years' experience,

showing that pairing is best method, for it helps
the weak and does not ba rm tie strong.

19. Bowers, W.G. "T"ne Handling o'f Material and Apparatus in the
High-School Laborator,y." l.Chem.Ed. 3:514-8 1926.
Discussion of the problem of supplies, and the system
used in the majori~ of schools surveyed.

20. Bowman, R.E., and Others. "Report of Committee on Chemical Education
of the lIon-College Type. \I J. Chern .Ed.
8:2446-52 1931. - ---- ---
Discussion or-the phases of vocational
courses.

21. Boynton, I.e. "The Place of Bio-chemistry in High-School Chemistry.
Curriculum." l.. Chem.Ed. 4: 503-5 !Eo. ~.
Points out some arguments for and some against, but
favors it in that it helps meet objectives of
education and is closely related to life. Lists
some fields which could be used.
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,

!~. Bradbury, G. M. and McGill, M.V. "Twentieth Century Practice
Exercises and Objective Tests in
Chemistry.":Fowler, Indiana:
Benton Review Shop:
Exercises in thirty-two units
made by references to standard
textbooks.

23. Brauer, O.L. "What to Expect of High-School Students in Chemistry
Formula and Equation Writing. II J.Chem.Ed. 5:304-l~
1928. - -
Results of a questionnaire study of three parts,
making a list of what author thought should be
included and having this added to and subtracted
from the lists of what teachers thought.

24. Brown, A.E. and Bowers, W.G. "Psychology Underlying Instruction
in Chemistry." Sch.Sci.& Math. 23:715 1923.
Importance of dis covary-met'i1Od; need to create
need and interest on pupils part; remove fears
and use scientific method of instruction.

25. Browne, G.M. "Some Suggested Changes in High-School Chemistry."
J.Chem.Ed. 2:447-8 Je. 1925. .
Chemistry foundation-of lIVIng should be given in
second year; need more emphasis on common good
uses; no one to graduate without one year of
high-school chemistry.

26. Brownell, H. "Psychology of High-School Science and Making of
the Science Teacher." Sch.Sci.& Math. 26:529-34 Ml..
1926. -- - --
The essential feature is the use and comprehension
of the scientific method.

27. Bruce, G.V. "Attempt to Vitalize Chemistry Teaching in the High
School Through a Modified Form of Unit-Assignment
Technique. II Science Education 16 :392-403 Q. 1932.
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34. Clinton, G.

28. Card, J" .H. "The Teaching of Chemistry in High-School. II Report .
.Q!~ England ABSOC. 2.!.' Chemistry Teachers, 33: 93-7',
1932.
The application of the electronic theo~ to equation
writing.

29. Carpenter, VI.W. IIA Study of the Comparison of the Different Methods
of Laboratory Practice on Basis of Results
Obtained on Tests of Certain Classes in High-School
Chemistry. II .J. Chem.Ed • 3: 798-805 ~.
For the majority, the demonstration succeeded as
well as the individual experiment; the groups of
two did not succeed as well as an individual in
experiments.

30. Carpenter, R.A. and Others. "Why Teach Chemistry in New York High
Schools. !.X. State Education 16:450
A 1929.

31. Carpenter, W.w. IICertain Phases of Administration of High-School
Chemistry." T.C.Bull. Columbia U.Bur. Pub. 1925.
Report of a studyIiiade from administrative view
point showing practices of sohools and making
recommendations; a good problem attacked in a
scientific manner.

32. Chapel, J.C. "Unit Technique Vs. Recitation Technique in the
Teaching of High-School Chemistry." Masterts Thesis
Uni vers i ty .Q!. Chi cag a !22Q..

33. Chicago Public Schools, IICourse of Study in Chemistry." 1930.

"The Problem of High-Sohool Chemistry. II iL. Chem.!Q;..
2:471-6 .Je. 1925.
A consideration-of SUbject matter, arrangement,
and method of teaching.

35. Collier, Jr. R. "New Type of Chemistry". l.Chem.~. 8:2214-26~
Type of course given at South High School in Denver,
in outline, for those not going farther into chemistry.

36. Collier, .Jr. R. "Methods of Increasing Interest in High-School
Chemistry." .J.Chem.~.. 7:2141-9 .§.. 1930.
Summarizes conditions and need for less emphasis
on college preparation and importance of activities;
shows how to concentrate; stresses importance of
best laboratory conditions possible.



37. Committee Report "The Professional Spirit among High-School
Chemistry Teacher." J.Chem.Ed. 5:747-9 1928.
Emphasis on the importance Of the use or--
American Chemical Society and the Journal of
Chemical Education for the progress of the
teachers.

38. Commi ttee Report A. C.B. "A Standard Minimum High-School Course
in Chemistry." J.Chem.Ed. 1:87 1924.
Preparation of an OUtline for-student's general
knowledge as well as for college preparation.
Also lists eleven aims of course.

39. Committee Report "The Precedence of Laboratory and Recitation
in General Chemis try. II J. Chem.Ed. 5: 1300-6
1928. ---
~uestionnaire study as to grades, length of
periods, per cent of total registration in
chemistry, order of 1aborator,y and class.
Resu1ts~-1 think laboratory first is best.

40. Cook, C.A. "A Few Sugge s ti ons for Testing in High-School
Chemi stry. " l. Chem.Ed. 5: 1273 Oct. ~.
Method of testing, past subjective and present
objective use of special method of testing for
properties of substances.

41. Cook, C.A. "Use of the Iowa Chemical Aptitude Test in Fore-
telling Success in High-School Chemis try." §.Q!.
Ed. 16:51-4 Oct. 1931.-- -

42. Cope, H.F. "Chemistry Club Work." ~.Chem.~. 7:1114-6 May
1930.
Discussion of work dUring ~ohool hours, and
a suggested program.

43. Cornog, J'. a.nd Colbert "A Q,uantitative Analysis of Aims in Teaching
High-School Chemis try. II .§.QB..Sci.& ~.
24: 168-73 192,4. .
Results of a questionnaire, analysis of
texts, compilation of teacher opinion and
analysis of exam. questions, good graphs
of results.

44. Cornog, J., and G.D. Stoddard "The Chemistry Training of High
School and Qo11ege Studen ts." l.
Chem.Ed. 6:85-92 Jan., 1929.
Resul-rs-of chemistry apti tude and
training tests;· those wi th high
school training are better; high
school classes need division; stUdent
should be the reference point rather
than subject matter.
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45. Crosby, a.A. "Investigation of the Study Methods Used by High
School Chemistry Students." l.Chem.~. 7:587-8 M£.
1930.
~uestionnaire study con'cerning methods showing that
how to study is as much- a problem as what, and too
ahort a time is spent on the lessons by the failing
students.

46. Cunningham, M.A. "Types of Thought Questions in Laboratory Manuals."
J.Chem. Ed. 2:167-70 Mr. 1925.
Analysis-oI laboratory manual questions; too many
are pure memory, little for scientific thinking.

47. Currier, H.J. "High-School Chemistry-Studentts Viewpoint."
J.Chem.3d. 2:113-8 Feb. 1925.
Deficient in useful Chemical facts, lack application,
need for unit plan, outlines course in units.

48. Curtis, F.D. A Digest .Q.!. Investigations i!:!~ Teaahingof Science.
B1akiston, Philadelphia Vd. 1; 1926 also Vd. II, 1932.
Report of selected references on subject of learning
and curricular type chronologically arranged.

49. Davy, W.P. "The Co-operation Between the Local Section of the
A. C.S. and High-Schools of Their Terri tory. tI J~Chem.
Rd. 4:964-8 1927. -
Need for much more co-operation in order to better

develop professional training, and to get best for
pupil.

50. Dinsmore, E.L. "The Teaching of High-School Chemistry." E.Y. State
~. ,gQ: 534 !E.. 1933.

51. Dunbar, R.E. "The Organization of High-School Science Club."
J. Chern. Ed. 7:1327-31 Je. 1930.
SuggestedOutline for schOol of 75-400 enrollment,
for club and bibliography of science club helps.

52. Dunbar, R.E. and I.J. Grandy, "Chemistry Tests Available for the
Use in High-School Classes." Sch.Sci.& Math. 31:1100-2
1931.
Lists of standardized tests, price, publisher, and
description.

53. Dunbar, R. E., Holgate, C.H. and Harkness, J.T. "Term Paper Practioe
in the Teaching of High-School Chemistry in the
United states." J.Chem.Ed. 5:1445-6 Nov. 1928.,
~uestionnaire of Iength,:frequenoy, type of oral or
written reports; lists benefits of such practices.
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62. Foster, O.R.

~ Teaching 2! H.gh-School Chemistry. Oshkosh: J. O.
Frank and Sons, 1932.
Notes, suggestions, and information relating to all
phases of the subject, also dealing with junior
college. Is of great help to beginning teacher and
attempts to solve many disputed points concerning
instruction.

63. Frank, J.O.

54. Edi tori-aI, "Teaching Chemis try from the Factory Viewpoin t."
J.Chem.Ed. 7:1939-41 1930.
OUtlineS-ideas of such-a:Plan and values of such.

55. Elliot, F.A. "Motion Pictures as an Aid in Teaching Chemistry."
J.Chem.Ed. 1:190 1924.
K surveY-of the application to teaching field;
outlines process for producing own.

56. Fay, P.J. "The History of Chemistry Teaching in American
High-Schools." J .Chem.~. 8:533-62 Aug. 1931.
The changes in technique, position of chemistry,
and application.

57. Ferguson, A.L. "The High-School Course in Chemistry." 1..Chem.M.
1:60 1924.
Points out that present idea is too liberal;
should be more disciplinary; applications are only
sub s idiary •

58. Ferguson, A. "The Course in High-School Chemistry." 1..Chem.Ed.
2:188-90 Mr. 1925.
Should-not~e primarily for establishment of
worthwhile interests but to develop moral character,
stability, judgment, responsibility, etc: Too
little effort on student's part.

59. Fiedler, A. Trans. Illinois state Academy of Science 17:417-20
1925.
Summarizes a few devices which have been successfully
used to teach principles and facts with reference to
their application.

60. Fine, I. "Review Course of study in High-School Chemistry."
-B.H.PotDts 13:13-18 1931.

61. Fliedner, L.F. '~quation Tests in High-School Chemistry." l·Chem.
Ed. 8:939 1931.
Device for testing which is easily checked, permits
plenty of repetition and shows how to use the device.

"An Advanced Chemistry Course in High-School."
J.Chem.Ed. 3:893-6 1926.
Discussion of qualitative analysis and industrial
processes given in Manual High School, Brooklyn;
the content, method and material from experienoe
and conviotion.
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65. Frank, J .0. "Experiments in Visual Education." J. Chem.M.
10:90-1 Feb., 1933.
Discussion of facts and ideas which make such
work worthwhile.

66. Frank, J.O. "The Objectives of High School Chemistry." J.Chem.Ed.
2:50-7 Ja. 1925.
The aimsland objectives as a result of a study from
authoritative sources.

Sch.Sci.&---

64. Frank, J .0. "The- Nomenclature of High-School Chemistry."
J.Chem.Ed. 6:72-5 Jan. 1929.
Discusses the problams arising from lack of
st~ndardization, overlapping, faulty definitions,
and incorrect and careless use of terms.

67. Franklin, G.T. "A Common Sensa Basis for Chemistr,y Teaching in
the Secondary SChools." Sch.Sci.& Math. 32:857-62,
954-60 Nov., 1932. 32:8l~Jan71933.
The use and value of a good labo'ratory course wi th
the individual method.

70. Gerr,y, H.D. "A Test of High-School Chemistry." Harvard University
Bulletin of Education No.9 H.U. Press, 1929.
Monograph~escribingmethod used to sele~est
items and thei r evalua. tion and standardization.

71. Gerry, H.L. "What Are We Teaching in Chemistry." Sch.~.!Math.
24:361-6, 1924.
Investigation of answers to 100 questions asked of
students finishing high-school chemi~try and
analysis of errors, showing terminology, misspelling,
chemical notations, and laboratory knowledge were
most prominent.

69. Gerry, H.L. "Measuremeqt of Results of Teaching Chemistry."
Sch.Sci. & Math. 24:793-804, 1924.
Type of tests in past and present, use of Regents
examination, and values of standarized tests.

68. Gere, M.C.,and Others. "High-School Chemistry Library."
Math. 29:859-63 Nov., 1929.



79. Graham, H. C.

77. Glenn, E.R. and L.E. Welton, Instructional Tests 1£ Chemistry
for High-School and College. World Book Co., 1930.
Yonkers-on-the-Hudson, N.Y.

76. Glenn, E.R. "The Need for Research on the Problem of High-SChool
Chemistry Instruction." J.Chem.Ed. 2:670-76 1923.
Analysis of magazine articles forpast; very poor
and not continous; lists nineteen problems which
need to be solved.

"Problems Associated with the Construction of High
School Chemistry Course." J.Chem.Rd. 1:80 1924.
Lists and discusses maj or problems •.

"Notebook Methods in High-School Chemis try."
l.Chem.~. 7:1122-4 May, ~.
Survey of notebooks used in largest high schools
in each state; 93% use the; 56% write in laborator,y,
34% have formal notes; 40% brief notes, etc.

"A Min;i.mumor Maximum Course in Chemistry." J'. Chem.Ed.
.2:235-40 AY.. 1925. - --:- -
Need more careful evaluation of subject matter for
time is short, should have minimum essentials and
give teacher time for emphasis on thought and less
on routine.

7&. Gerry, H.L. "Some of the Factors Determining the Common Content "
of High-School ChemistrY." Sch.Sci.& Math 24:457-66

-1924. --
Discussion of development of, showing causes as
great success in college, to satisfy demanQ."
practical ~plicatio~ and transfer value.

73. Glasoe, P.M. "High-School Chemistry and the Periodic SYstem."
Sch.Sci.& Math. 24:700 1924.

Immense-value of system-rn-teaching fundamentals.

74. Glenn, E.R. "An Investigation of the Types of Classrooms for
Chemistry and Other Sciences in the Small High
School." l.Chem.H. 6: 634-64 ~. ~.
Questionnaire survey of small schools of South
Dakota showing various factors, particularly the
need for alternation of SUbjects, training, texts,
manual, minimum list of apparatus, and combined
laboratory and classroom•

78. Glenn, E.R.

80. Gray, C.W•

.75. Glenn, E.R., and Walker, J. "Bibliography of Science Teaching in
Secondary School." Bureau Education Bull. 13:161
1925. ----
Titles, authors, in three parts for all science
general, chief, and periodicals.



81. Green. W.V. "Community Sources for High-School Instruction in
Chemistry." H.Sch. 7:90-2 MR. 1930.-- ---

82. GUild, B.H. "Q,ua-litative Analysis in High-School Chemistry. II

l·~.Ed. 5:84-6 Jan., 1928.
Values of such a course rs-that it gives mental
training, reasoning and, its application. Use of
such a course, and experience of the writer and
methods used.

83. Guild, B.H. "need for More Social Emphasis on Chemistry as
Taught in High School. 1I Sch.Sci.& Math. 31:1075-8
D. 1931. - - - -
Need for emphasis on content and subject that are
more adaptable to needs and nature of the pupil.

84. Hannen. F. S. "Summary of Records of Student f s Work in Chends try ...
J.Chem.Ed. 2:912-23 Oct., 1925.
Point system worked o~to get better objective
measurement of pupils work, the system which centers
around what the student does, not the old method of
comparing him with the best.

85. Hart, F.T. "Experiment with Oral Recitation in Descriptive High
School Chemistry." J.~.Ed. 5:944-6 Aug., 1928.
Attempts to make the course more interesting by oral
descriptions of certain phases of work; also the
use of specially designed assignment card, and current
literature.

86. Hanske, C.F.ItSexDifference in High-School Chemistry." J.~.~.
23:412-6 ~. 1931.
A study of relative performances of boys and girls
in Manual High-School, Indianapolis, Finding is
that there is no great difference except that there
is more variability in boys; they have more science
training which gives them some advantage over girls.

87. Haub, H.D.F. How to Teach Seco nday Chemistry ~ Allied Sci ences.

88. Raub. H.D.F "Studen ts Re search in High- School Chemis try ...
-J.Chem.Ed. 4:1241-59 Oct., 1927.
Student-Should be incited to-self activity, and
course should be so organized as to permit each to
approach the limit of his ability; a system of
projects, illustrations and bibliography to meet
this· type of work should be developed.

61.



89. Hawthorne, W.C., "On Teaohing High-Sohool Chemistry." Soh.Scli;. &
Math. 23:532-5 1932. - - -
Discussion of faots pertaining to oourse,
material, aims, and training applioation. "A
high-sohool chemistry oourse that does not make
the boys and girls work--yes and make some of
them fail--is not worth muoh."

and P.E. Johnson. "Finding Superior High-School
Chemistry Students." l.~.~. 6:76-81 Jan.,
1929.
This is a Cooperative project to find them; not
muoh from previous grades, or intelligenoe tests;
advooates the use of the Iowa chemioal aptitude
test. Lists oorrelations.
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"Salvaging the Superior High-School Chemistry
.Student." J. Chem. Ed. 3:1380-84 Dec., 1926.
Not enough emphaSIs on bright puPil; sectIOnIng
is needed to give all a better ohance.

"A Method of Teaching Chemistry." Sch.~. 34: 591-8
1926.
Use of the project method gives better results
with less work; allows teaching of pupils rather
than of ,ubject.

"Creati ng In teres t in Chemis try ." .§£h. Sci. & Math.
23:30-3 1923.
Methods are too cut and dried; more interesting
questions to stimulate thinking; texts not
conducive to interest, and industrial visits are
all factors.

"The Training of Chemistry Teachers, Prospective
and in Service." Sch.Sci. & Math. 25:233-8, 1925.
Need knowledge, interest and abIlity to imparr--
knowledge and interest. Need to keep continually
improving, reading and associate with others who
have similiar problems through societies and
organizati ons.

90. Hendrioks, B.C.,

91. Hendricks, B.C. "High-Sohool Chemistry Library." J.Chem.Ed.
5:861-7, 1928. -- ---- --
Discussion pointing out that most libraries
do not have muoh material and that this phase
of teaohing is neglected.

92. Hendricks, B.C., and J.S. Chambers. "Chemistry Teaohing in Nebraska."
Sch.Soi.& Math. 29:138-41 1929.
Survey-oF situation. ----

94. Henkel, M.l.

93. Hendricks, B.B•

95. Hoffman, R.E.

96. Hopkins, B.S.



97. Hopkins, B.S. etA National Standard Minimum Course in Chemistr.Y."
Sch.Sci.& Math. 24:233-7 1924.
:Results-of committee of A:c7S.; the objectives.

98. Hopkins '. I. T. "A Study of Magazine ~nd Newspaper Science Articles,
with Relation to Courses in Science for High School."
Sch.Sci.& Math. 25:793 1925.
Survey of Denver papers and magazines; analysis
measurement and tabulation. Biology most co~non;
Chemistry third; should be last in curriculum:
topics not like texts.

99. Horton, R.E. "Measurable Outcomes of Individual Laboratory Work
in High-School Chemistry." T. C. Contibu tions to Ed.
No. 303 1928. - - -- --
:Four probIems and research work done on them;

the manipulative skills, habits and their importance
the relative value of laboratory and demonstration,
the relative value of indiVidual laboratory and
the demonstration method; relative value of in-.
dividual laboratory under different types of
directioni1.

100. Howard, R.S.. "Some Aspects of the Unit Method of Teaching
Chemistry." l.Chem.;§£... 8:910-18 1931.
Values, objectives, need for and an example.

101. Humphrey, H.H .. "Make Chemistry a Required High-School Subject."
J. Chem.Ed. 3:217-8 1926.
-Need of common knowledge should be sufficient,

for everything has a chemical aspect; also
chemistry offers a foundation on which to in
crease knowledge and an optimistic philosophy.

102. Hutchins, R.B. "Should the Electron Theory be Included in High
School Chemistry?" J.~.~. 1:145-51 1924.

Results of questionnaire in New England schools
showing that it is essential for background.

103. Hu tchin s, R.B. "The Value 0 f Te sta in Wri ting Chemi cal Equa tiona. "
J.Chem.Ed. 3:915-9, 1926.
-Necessary for good teaching of principles, but

becomes indiVidual problem, for texts and manuals
are not uniform or standardized.

63.
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112. Klasky, S. "High-School Chemistry as Proposed by A.C.S.".
C.Ed.Rev. 26:170-3 19~6.

-Review-of course as proposed by A. C.S.

Ill. Ki stIer, R. C. "Selling High-School Chemistry to the Communi ty."
J.Chem.Ed. 7:1324-6 1930. .
-Plan adopted by three schools in central
Pennsylvania, using chemistry teams and inter
school contests.

1,04. Jackson, M.W. "What Sort of Chemistry Should be Taught in High
.School?" J.Chem.Ed. 4:58-65 1927.

Too much overlapping of college-and high school.
subject matter; latter should change, be inclusive,
base on everyday experience, and be an intensive
appreciation course. Lists values of such a
course.

105. Jacobs, A.H. "Chemis try and the Student." Sch.~.~ Ma th.
25:51-3 1923.

Ideas of course as developed in Germantown High
School in Philadelphia; based on development of
special skills, knowledge and appreciation.

106. Jensen, J.H. and J.H. Norton, "Report of Committee on Minimum
Equipment. l.Chem.~. 5:749-54 1928.

Study of minimum equipment necessary for sixteen
pupils working in groups of two or eight
indiVidually, and a list on the basis of use in
common texts.

109. Kelsey, T.D. "Social Values of High-School Chemi stry ." Sch .ec i.
& Math. 25:378-84 1925.
-Should build character, develop truth, accuraQY,

open-mindedness, weighing of evidence, honesty,
regard for others, inspiration from chemists
and self government.

110. Kelsey, T.D. "Teaching of Q.uali tative Analysis in Secondary
Schools." J.Chem.Ed. 6: 1929.
One-half year of such-work ca:iId make distinctive
contribution to science program; summary of some
current practices; and suggestions for such a
course.

107. J. Chem.Ed. "A Standard Minimum Course in High-School Chemistry."
1. Chem.Ed. 1:87 1924.
-Lists objectives to govern teaching and outlines

work by topics. Chief factor for bringing high
school chemistry to the point it is today.

108. J.Chem.Ed. "Research Problem of High-School Chemistry Instruct-
ors. Bibliography 2.!. articles in J. Chem.Ed.> .2!!

High-school chemistry instruction. 7:2156-7,
1930r-



120. McGill, M.V. "ALive Chemistry Club ,in High School." l.Chem.~.
1:31 1924.
Programs and meetings of the club at Lorain, Ohio.

116. Lancelot, W.H. "The Course in High-School Chemistry--a Progress
Report." N.Central Assoc. ,9.. 5:494-507 193~.
A curriculum study to determine the probable
reactions of teachers and students of high-sChool
chemistry to material selected and organized.
Develops unit idea.

topics and

J .Chem.Ed.---
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t1Some Aims in Teaching Elementary Chemis try. "
Sch.Sci.& Math. 28:154-63 1928.
Lis~some aims. "Real aim of chemistry is to
teach chemistry."

liThe Course in Chemistry Being Developed at Lorain
High-School, Lorain, Ohio." l.Chem.Ed. 1:59 1924.
Size, length of'period, type of work, reports,
club, library, in this school.

"High-School Proj ects in Chemistry. II

6:1139-43 1929.
-Deta.iiled report with illustrations,
exhibits.

liThe Demonstration Method Vs. the Laboratory Method
of TeaChing High-School Chemistry." Soh.Rev. 25:376-
86,' 1927. --
:study of classes in Austin High School to determine

relative efficiency of these methods.

113. Knox, W.W.

114. lamont. B.F. "Supervised Study in Chemistry." H.Sch.Teacher 5:282.,
1929. --

Too few reviews for students to grasp work; super
vised study enables enough reviewing to help p~pi1s
greatly. Lists devices.

115. I~amont, B.F. "Arousing Interest in Chemistry." li. .§.£h..Teacher 6:56
1930.

Discusses devices.

118. Mcalpine R.K.

119. McGill, M.V.

117. Law, S•D.
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121. Mahannah, J.R. ".Chemistry Projects in High School." l.Chem.Ed.
5;1112-6 1928.
Values of essay contest and interest aroused by it.

, 122. Malin, J.E. Construction ~ Diagnostic Tests in Mechanics, ~
Relative, Fundamentals, £! High-School Chemistxy.
Williams Brothers, Philadelphia, 1932.

Confined to various test materials on principles,
a careful and extensive study of pupil errors
with good results.

123. Malin, J .E. "Brief Survey of Mechanical Fundamentals of High
School Chemistry Taught in the United States."
~.Sci.& Math. 32:149-55 ID!.e.., 1933.

Questionnaire and interview stu~ on textbooks
and laboratory manuals, and tables of results.

124. Mattern, L.W. "What Chemistry Shall be Taught in High Schools
and How Shall It Be Correlated with College
Chemistry." ~.Sci.&~. 23;665-71 ~.
Discussion of points to emphasize, and an outline
of minimum content.

125. Mickle, R.S. "High-School Chemistry and Everyday Life."
l.Chem.Ed. 3:104 1926.

Importance of chemistry to many sciences and
things of common occurrence, need to develop this
phase and give students responsibility, make them
altruistic, forward looking, and eager to solve
problems.

126. Miller, L.P. "Teaching High-School Chemistry Teacher." J.Chem.
Ed. 8:524-6 1931.-xn actually workable outline on valence, formulas,

and equations for bringing a beginning teacher to
the pupil.

127. Miller, L.P. "Disregarding Department Frontiers." l.~.~.
9:1069-74 1932.

No laws established that chemistry as well as
sciences have to be taught in thei r respe ctive
classrooms, science teachers as well as all
others should cooperate.

128. M.onahan, A. C. "Science and Recogniti on in High-School Curriculum."
Sch.Sci.& Math~ 30:875-90 1930.
lrr'scussion of science situation in schools ; 'shows

that enrollment in science classes has not kept
pace with increase in total; gives some suggestions
for adding prestige to department.

"1, -



129. Monroe. G.E. "How We May Meet Individual Differences in High
School Chemistry." Sci.Ed. 16:485-96 1932.
Discussion of grou~ing.--

130. Nash, H.B., and Phillips, M.W. "A Study of the Relative Value
of Three Methods of Teaching High-School Chemistry."
J.Ed.Res. 15:371-9 1927.
-Research study ofpupi1, combination, and

instruction methods of teaching.

131. Nathanson, J.N. "Common Processes in High-School Chemistry--a
Q,ualitative Analysis," Sch.Sci.~~. 26:628-33
1926.
-stUdy of texts and selection of fifty items

sent to teachers to grade, findi ng that there
is little correlation between authors and
teachers, and between teachers. Should be more
selective and emphasize fewer things.

132. Naudain, G.G. "Administrative Study on the Teaching of Chemistry
in the Secondary Schools of South Carolina."
J.Chem.Ed. 8:559-64 1931.
-q,uestionnaire study to determine the status of

chemistry in the state.

133. Nelson, T.L. "Teacher-Conducted Vs. Pupil-Conducted Experiments
in High-School Chemistry." ~.~.Sec.~. 6:259-61
1931.
:Measured by standardized test in Yuba schools,

1929-1930, pointing out that demonstration was
most effective and should be used to greater
advantage.

134. Oppe, G.A. "Status of Chemistry in Texas High Schools."
J.Chem.Ed. 6:1748-58 1929.
-ResultS-of questionnaire-6tudy .to find conditions.

135. Orlick, A.M. "Humanization of and Biographical Approach to
Teaching of Chemistry." g.Points 15:35-1 AQ..,
1933.
Discussion of a chemistry course better fitted
to pupil needs.

136. Osporne, C.E. "Making High~School Chemis try Worthwhile." l.~.
Ed. 1:404-9 1924.
Discussion of teacher, purpose, equipment. "boy,

plan, and product of course.
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"Testing laboratory Technique in High-School
Chemistry." !.Chem.Ed. 6:1321 1929.
Construction and giving of a test designed to
measure technique.

"Status of Chemistry and Chemistry Teaching in
Ohio High Schools." !.Chem.~. 6:2196-202 1929.

Questionnaire study showing conditions.

"A Practice Study in Paragraph Summarizing in
Chemis try • " Soh. Sci.& Math. 24: 598- 604 1924.

Influence on-Ieamer of giving definite instruction
and drill in, showing that means a decided
improveme nt in learning efficiency.

"New T,ype (Objective) Examinations in High-School
Chemistry." !.Chem.Ed. 8:2227-37 ~.
Development has been slow due to many factors;
discusses types and lists published, standardized
tests and classifies them.

"Present Spe cific Obj ectives in High-School Chemis try'
•

J.Chem.Ed. 6:1958-78 1929.
-Study 01 the field and list of objectives shown

in texts, courses of study, and curricular
investigations. '

"Some Suggestions for Modifica.tion of the Content
of High-School Chemie try to Better Serve the
Purposes of a Liberal Education." J.Chem.Ed.
2:?3?-42 1925. - ---- --
Discussion of factor's to be considered.

144. Phelan, E.W.

143. Persing, K.M.

"Segregation of High-School Chemistry Pupils."
J.Chem.Ed. 8:1598-9 1931.
-A plan~ased on previous achievement, intelligence,

ini tiative, 0 rigina1i ty and ari thmeti cal abili ty.
The courses in chemistry are given on this plan
at Shortridge High School, Indianapolis.

139. Parr, R.M. and Spencer, M.A. "Should Laboratory or Recitation
Have Precedence in Teaching High-School Chemistry?"
J.Chem.Ed. 7:5?1-86 1930.
- Research in Illinois schools, finding that

recitation first was superior, but that the
teacher's preference had marked influence on
success, a.nd also the size of sohool.

141. ~ersing, K.M.

137. Osborne, R.W.

142. Persing, K.M.

140. Persing, K.M.

138. Parker, D.
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151. Powers, S.R. "Achievement in High-School Chemistry--an Examination
of Subject Matter." §.Qh.Sci.& Math. 25:53 ~.
Measured by eight test forms with 350 items to
find student's ability. Shows that students low
in one are low in most; some schools' work is futile
and reorganization is essential to progress •.

152. Pruitt, C.M. "ActiVities of Chemistry Clubs." J.~.~. 4:1031
42 . 1927.
~nalysis of activities in Pittsburg high schools

and Lincoln School Teachers College.

149. Powers, S.R. "Technical Terminology of Textbooks in Secondary-
School Science." T.J.& Abat. 2:625-8 1927.

Lists and frequencies of terms, pointing out
importance of but says there are too many for a
high-school pupil.

150. Powers, S.R. "A Diagnostic Study of Subject Matter of High-School
Chemistry. I. ,:r.O.Contributions to Ed. li2,. ~ 1924.

Study shows need for critical study on adjustment
of curriculum to needs, and tests for this, by
means of representative items selected from texts
and minimum course essentials.

14'5. Powers, S.R. "Objectives of High-School Chemistry."
Sch. Sci.& Math. 25:882-3 1925.
-SUrvey Of texts and courseS"'O'f study;

a list of objectives is set up.

146. Powers, S.R. Powers General Ohemistxy Tests. World Book Co. 1924.
Two fonns of tests with keys and record chart,
with thirty items on range of information, and
thirty-seven i terns on formulas, equations, names
and problems.

147. Powers, S.R. "Some Problems of Curriculum and Method of Instwuction
in High-School Chemis try." J •Ohem.Ed. 2: 998-1007
1925. --

Experimen tal inve stigati on showing need f or more
investigation, objectives, methods and laboratory
procedure and practices.

148. Powers, S.R. "The Vocabulary of High-School Science Textbooks,"
T.e.Rec. 26:368-82 1925.
-Study of texts to determine the unfamiliar warda

in biology, general science and chemistry.
Biology had the most, which were most difficult,
were of technical nature and were used only once
in the book; but on the whole they were not much
worse than other texts.



153. Pugh, D. B. "A Comparison of Lecture Demonstration and
Individual Laboratory Methods of Performing
Chemical Experiments as Measured by New Standard
ized Objective Tests. I' H.S. Teacher 3:384-7 1927.-- -

154. Radcliffe, H.H. "Making Laboratory the Basis of High-School
Science." Sch.Sci.& Math. 25:749-52 1925.
DiscussionC>f methods used as result of
experience and conviction.

155. Rademacher, E.E. "Making Posters for Chemistry." i.. Chem.Ed.
8:688-98 1931.

Value of-auch in increasing interest, and
illustrations of ten as used by author.

156. Rauth, J.W. "A Study of Achievement of High-School Students
in Chemistry." C.Ed.Rev. 23:289-92.

Excellent lists of questions and study of
answers which allow enumeration of student
weak nes ses.

157. Reed, R.D. "High-School Chemistry Demonstration." l.Chem.Ed.
6:1905-9 1929.

Findings of investigators and list of experiments
suitable for lecture demonstration.

158. Replogle, L.K. "An Aid in Keeping High-School Chemis try Classwork
Interesting.- §£h.Sci.& Math. 23:118-21 1923.

The plan used in Par~er High School, Dayton,
outlines unit on sulphur to vary regular procedure,
develop thinking, and demand more extensive
reading.

159. Rich, S.C. Rich'e Chemistry,Tests. Bloomington, Indiana:
Public School Publishing Co., 1923.

Two forms and a manual for giving and scoring
tests, well selecte4 to test achievement but much
is informational.

160~ Rivitt, B.J. "A Comprehensive Chemistry Test." Sah.Sci.&~.

23:377-86 1923.
Study to make test for pupil's knowledge of
principles at Northwestern High School, Detroit.
Lists questions and results.

161. Robinson, E.L. "An Inspiring Course in Introductmry Chemist~."

J.Chem.Ed. 7:1100-2 1930.
- Teacher should use arr-available help to develop

appreciation and inspiration.
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168. Sheean, J.L.

~62. Rogers, T.A. "A Survey of Chemistry Teaching in Wisconsin High
Schools." J.Chem.Ed. 5:1415-24 1928.
Conditions-exsisting show need forlbetter methods
more than any other factor effecting teaching.

163. Salter, C.H. "Report on Evaluation of Objectives in Chemistry by
Teachers in Cleveland Ohio Schools, and Informational
Test of Pupils." Sch.Sci.& Math. 25:467-74 1925.

Conducted by SchOOl masters-crub. Shows lack
of agreement as to objectives, course should be
given in later years of school; methods are not
uniform and ever,yday experience is not utilized,
and other factors.

164. School and Society "Teaching Chemistry in the High School."
26:264 1927.

Status of chemistry teaching and courses.

165. Segerbloom, W. "Recent Advances in Teaching of Elementary
Chemistr,y." J.Chem.Ed. 4:497-502 1927.

Discussion ceii"t'ering around minimU'iil"Course, tests,
College Entrance Examination Board, texts, with
more emphasis on teaching methods.

166. Segerbloom,W. "Methods and Helps in Teaching High-School Chemistryt
Sch.Sci.& Math. 24:467-80 1924.
-rdeas-advanced by different:men on various phases

of teaching and devices to use.

167. Segerbloom, W. "Composition of Chemistry Textbooks." .§.QJ!.Sci.&
Math. 29:277-85 1929.

Angelica, "Stimulating Interest in High-School
Chemistry." ~.Chem.~. 7:834-5 1930.

Devices used, exhibit, P.T.A. programs, and
others including projects.

"The Response of High-School Pupils to Chemical
Education." J.Chem.Ed. 1:12 1924.
Interest and~ependence-on-chemIBtryfor .
progress, a few good practical books, and need
of inspil"ation.

"Objectives in Teaching Chemistry." J.Chem.M.
2:585-7 1925.

The Objectives set by the Chicago Association of
chemistry teachers.

"Application of Psychology to Teaching of High
School Chemistry Teaching." J .~.Ed. 6 :2181-8
1929.

Values and ideals which are not used enough by
teachers, as well as a list of objectives.

171. Smith. H.R.

170. Smith, H.R.

169. Sister Mary



1.72. Smi th, H.R. "Some Fundamentals of Laboratory Ins tructi on. "
. J.Chem.Ed. 4:359-63 1927.
- Fau1tsof laboratory-Instruction due to too

Ii tt1e mental work and training, and pupils
letting others do w0rk. Teacher should emphasize
principles and have oral introduction to laboratory.

72.

"The Use of True and False Tests in Chemis try
Teaching." ~.~.Ed. 2 :936 1925.
Study showing advantages of new type tests, and
correlation of true and false question answers
with real knowledge tested by other means.

"New Courses in High-School Chemistry."
SCh.Sci.& Math. 32:244-9 1932.

Course outlined from study of professional
literature and queries to 235 representative
high schools. Pandemic, for laymen~· which
centers around pupils and their needs.

"A Study of Diffi cuIties in Chemis try. II

Sch.Sci.& Math. 28:838-48 1928.
-:Errors7 difficulties, and methods for over

coming them in Pennsylvania High School,
Greenville, Pennsylvania.

"A Method for Teaching Equation Wri ting." l. Chem.
Ed. 7:1332-33 1930.
--Use of reaction to show pupils; reagents which

make good examples; colors make interesting and
are easily explained.

"Definitions." l.Chem.Ed. 2:778-9 ~.
Importance of good, clear, a.ccurate and
correctly used definitions.

173. Smith, H.R. "Effectiveness of Laboratory Work in Chemistry."
Sch.Sci.& Math. 27:267-71 1927.
~o-rrttle enthusiasm on teacher's part, poor

textbooks, routine, and revision of experiments
reduce present effectivemess of laboratory.

"Chemistry in the Vocational High-Schools of the
Middle West." l.~.~. 8:712-16 1931.

Recognition of value of chemical training shown
by development of trade courses as demanded.

174. Spencer, M.A.

175. Spurgin, W.H.

176. Stevens, C.P.

178. stone, C.H.

179. Stone, C.H.

177. Stewart, A.R.



180. Stone, C. H.· "Environmental Chemistry in the Classroom. tt

Report~ Eng. Assoc. Chern. Teachers 28:108 1927.
Use of visits to local industries to enliven work,
constant reference to everyday experiences, thought
provoking questions, and lists of experiments
which will be helpful.

181. Stone, C.H. liThe High-School Chemistry Course Vs. College
Requirements." J.Chem.Ed. 1:55 1924.

In the past too much emphasr:B has been placed
on oo11ege preparation; high-school course should
meet all needs; suggestions for a course to do this.

185. Stubbs, M.F. "Laboratory Notebooks in High-School Chemis try."
J.Chem.Ed. 3:716-8 1926.
-Pupils-Should not be-bUrdened with notebooks

which are just questions, but the notebooks should
have real value as a result of experiment and
observation and be answers to a definite problem
on whi ch the experiment was based.

186. Stubbs, M.F. "An Experimental study of Methods for Recording
Laboratory Notes in High-School Chemis try. It

Sch.Sci.& Math. 26:233-9 1926.
Investigation of methods used on basis of analysis

of laboratory manuals and students notebooks,
showing values and disadvantages of differen~ types
of notebooks.

182. stone, C.H. ttSome Needed Improvemen ts in Chemis try Texts."
J.Chem.Ed. 2:203-6 1925.
-Texts confuse ideas, lack uniformity, have poor

defini tions J. do not emphasize important principles
equally, and do not clinch ideas developed.

183. Stone, C.H. itA New High-School Course in Chemistry." J. Chem.~.
1:233-38 1925.
A course as developed in English High School,
Boston, more chemistry but not of college preparation
type. A list of important psychological factors
which aid in teaching.

184. Stubbs, M.F. "The Place and Problem of Chemis try in the High
School Curriculum." Sch.Sci.& !~th. 27:741-8 1927.
The need for reorganization-due-ro-change of ---
type of students in high schools; analysis of
course and ne eds and prob lems to be me t •

D. B. i and Engl ehardt, M.D., itA Cri ti cal Summary 0 f
Research on Lecture-Demonstration Vs. Individual
Laboratory Method of Teaching High-School Chemistry."
Sci. Ed. 16:380-91 1932.
-Investigation of two methods and the values found.

187. Stui tt,



189. Symposium, "What Are Our Objectives in Teaching Chemistry?"
J.Chem.Ed. 2:971-97 1925.
:ResultS-of 'a discussion at A.C.S. meeting in 1925,

and obj ectivesas set forth by W. C.Morgan, J .E.Bell,
and L. F. Forester.

188. Sy, A. P. "4 Plea for a Pedagogical Scrapheap in Chemistry."
J.Chem.Ed. 1:25-31 1924.
-Discussion of exsisting situation in that there is

a low ratio of chemistry students to those in other
sciences which is due ,to too much tradi ti on, texts,
too much memory, confusing terminology and poor
definitions.

74.

"The Project Method," ~.Sci.&~. 23:471-6 1923.
List of possible projects, use of reports anq
remarks concerning procedure for this method.

195. Wade, F.B.

194. Wade, F.B.

193. Wade, F.B. "Chemistry as a Vocation--a Bit of Vocational
Guidance for the Inquiri ng High- School Student."
J. Chern. Ed. 9:1058-62 1932.
- Dialog between inquiring-Btudent and professor

on prospects of chemistry as a vocation.

"A Method for Using the History of Chemis try as
a Teaching Aid. u Sch.Sci.& Math. 28:877-80 1928.

Outlines a method for study of certain men and
use of oral reports and papers to get some facts

, that this science was worked out by real men.

190. Thompson, F.G, and F.A. Rantz, "The status of Chemical Education
in the High Schools of the state of Washington. 11

Sch.Sci.& Math. 28:68 1928.
Results of survey to determine status, enrollment.
uniformi ty of subj ect matter, and teacher trai ning.

191. Underhill, O.E. "Some Notes on Chemistry Projects."
Sch.Sci.& Math. 26:634-7 1926.
~e-;esu1ts of experience in project teaching,

a list of good projects, use of references, comments
on proj e cts, and ke eping of work ahead of re ci tation.

192. Van Horne, D. "The Lecture Demonstration Method in High-School
Chemistry. J.Chem.Ed. -7.:109-16 1930.
Outline of technique for demonstrations, types
to use, results of experience with this method,
and need for experiments to determine the relative
value of this method.



75.

"What College Men Think of High-School Chemistry_"
~.Sci.& Math. 23:155-62 1923.

Discussion showing need for good introduction
to this science by proper methods, etc.

"Teaching of Chemistry in a High-School Cooperative
Industrial Course." J.Chem.Ed. 5:425-32 1928.

The course as developed by:help and requesr-of
industries in Lansing, Michigan, describing the
interesting, but dif~icult for teacher, work.

"Laboratory Reports in Beginning Chemistry."
J.Chem.Ed. 3:1313-22 1926.
- Development of metho~ St. Louis medical school

which could well be used to advantage by both
teacher and student in high school.

M.l. "A'Chemical Exhibit Used to Increase Interest in
High-School Chemis try." Sch•.§.gi.& Math. 31; 67-9
1931.

Methods used in Murphy High School, Mobile, Ala.,
to get more pupils to take chemistry.

196. Walker" H. "The High-School ChEi.mistry Club." Sch.Sci.& Math.
28:833-40 1926. --- --- - ----

Q,uestionna:rre sent t.o 112 schools, finding
decrease in clubs, purposes of, programs
activities and problems met by them.

197. Walrath, "Is A High-School Chemistry Club Worthwhile?"
J.Chem.Ed. 8:2238-40 1931.
- Many Skeptical over value, but in Bloomfield

High School, New Jersey, the time and energy
spent is thought to be well justified. The
type of actiVities they have are discussed.

198. Walton, J.H."Chemistry Books for High-School Library." ~.
Sci.& Math. 25:390-4 1925.
~ist of books for teacher and student, also list

of texts, laboratory manuals and popular books
showing applications.

"Start ing a Small Chemical Laboratory." Peabody
J.Ed. 1:251-9 1924.
- -Xn answer to a letter asking for instructions

concerning equipment necessary to build a
labo~~tory with limited means. An inclusive
list of essentials.

199. Webb, H.A.

200. Webb, H.A.

201. Wilson, H.R.

202. Wood, L.J.

203. Wo olley.



204. Worst~l, R.A. "Chemical Education in Iowa High Schools."
J.Chem.Ed. 6:1503-11 1929.
-The s tatua of chem~s tryaa de termined by

extens i ve study.

205. Zimmerman, J.A. "Lesson Planning in Chemistry.".§.Qh. Sci. &
Math. 27:293-7 1927.

Need for better procedure, through questions,
and the use on the board of an outline which
all can follow.
Example of plan for study of chlorine.

76.
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C. METHODS

D. SUBJECT MATTER

V. Specific Aims of Chemistry Course
VI. Laboratory Aims.

2. CROSS-INDEXED BIBLIOGRAPHY. OF LITERATURE DEALING WITH TEACHING
OF HIGH-SCHOOL CHEMISTRY.

Twenty-Four Headings Under Vfuich References Are Gross-Indexed.

A. GENERAL
1. Importance of Chemistry Teaching

11. Teaching Technique
111. Increasing Interest in Chemistry
IV. Teacher Helps and Suggestions

X. Classroom
1. Psychology
2. SuperVised Study
3. Uni t Plans
4. Project Method
5. Visual Education
6. Papers

XI. PU~il Difficulties and Errors

VII. General
VIII. Grouping of Students

IX. Laboratory
1. General
2. Laboratory vs. Demonstration
3. Laboratory vs. Classroom
4. Laboratory Notebooks
5. Laboratory Practices

a. Industrial and Vocational
b. Proj ect

B. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

XII. Textbooks
1. Content and Use
2. Analysis
3. Critiqism

XIII. Courses of Study

XIV. Laboratory Manuals



78

G. ACTIVITIES

xx. Clubs
XXI. Teacher Organizations
XXII. Exhibits and Posters

E. TESTS

XV. All Types

F. SURVEYS

XVI. National
XVII. State

XVIII. City
XIX. Particular Schools

H. EQ.UIPMENT

XXIII. Laboratory

XXIV. Library

The cross index gives each reference that has any important
information on any one of the twenty-four headings. The numbers
in the cross index refer to numbers before the references in the
main alphebetical index.

For example, suppose the reader desires some information on
the importance of chemistry teaching; he would note that the first
section deals with that topic and that all numbers under that head
deal with the topic, beginning with 1, 17, 18, etc.

Articles marked thus deal primarily wi th the topic under which
they are classified; other articles just mention or include some
discussion of it in connection with other phases.
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